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ABSTRACT

Buses and coaches form a vital part of the national as well as city public transportation
network. Buses are still one of the safest modes of transportation. Nevertheless, bus accidents
resulting in passenger injuries and fatalities do occur. According to the Traffic Safety Facts
statistical reports from 1999 to 2003, an average of 40 fatalities and 18,430 injuries of bus
occupants occurred per year. These accidents involved normal vehicle impacts, such as head-on
or rear-end collisions.
In this thesis the crashworthiness of the passenger compartment in a mass transit bus is
evaluated and interior design guidelines that will mitigate the fatalities and injuries of the
occupants during a crash event are recommended. Computational modeling and crash sled
testing are used to analyze the frontal, side and rear accident scenarios in the passenger
compartment.
This report includes the evaluation of occupant injury during three accident scenarios by
validating numerical models through MADYMO and LSDYNA codes versus experimental sled
tests using Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSSs) 208 injury criteria. Interior
components are evaluated against crashworthiness requirements from the FMVSS and the Standard
Bus Procurement Guidelines (SBPG).

The sled pulses were generated from validated bus model finite element (FE) simulations
of critical real-crash scenarios for frontal, rear and side conditions. The validated numerical
model was then subjected to parametric studies to analyze the influence of the current vehicle
interior design parameters, e.g., Seat spacing, seat height, location etc. on passenger kinematics
and biomechanical performance. This study was carried out through a Design of Experiments

vi

(DOE). Optimization studies were carried out to define new bus interior designs that would
reduce or mitigate passenger injuries.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Public transportation systems, especially buses and coaches are, a vital part of the
national as well as city public transportation network. Buses are one of the safest forms of
transportation [1]. Nonetheless, bus crashes resulting in occupant injuries and fatalities do occur.
According to the Traffic Safety Facts reports from 1999 to 2003, an average of 40 fatalities and
18,430 injuries of bus occupants occurred per year [3]-[7]. Therefore, crashworthiness research
is a continuing effort. The focus of this work is occupant protection in mass transit buses. In this
context, a transit bus is categorized as a motor vehicle with the following specifications:
•

Seating capacity of 25 or more.

•

Gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 5,000 kg or greater.

•

Provision for an urban or suburban transit service.

•

Possible provision for standing passengers.

•

No provision for under-floor luggage.

1.1 Motivation
Even though buses and coaches are classified as safe transportation according to the
accident statistics, current bus and coach design, including all interior parts, still offer the
potential to increase occupant protection. Evaluation of occupant injury through actual sled tests
of real-world scenarios for frontal, rear, and side crash conditions was not studied earlier. There
is no particular clause in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSSs) for occupant
protection in transit buses [8]. However, European safety standards provide a clause regarding
strength of the seats and their anchorages in a mass transit bus for a frontal impact crash
condition.

1

1.2 Objective
This work evaluated the occupant safety in mass transit buses and recommended interior

design guidelines that will decrease the fatalities and injuries of the occupants during a crash
event. Interior components were evaluated against crashworthiness requirements from the
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards [8] and the Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines [8].
Computational modeling and crash sled testing was used to analyze the components. This dual
testing/modeling approach provided better insight than either approach alone.
The main objectives of this thesis were as follows:
•

To review the database and literature for accident statistics in order to identify the
number of fatalities, injuries, and typical real-impact crash conditions for mass transit
buses. Review the typical crashworthiness standard for buses.

•

To perform full-scale sled testing to represent real-world accidents for frontal, side and
rear conditions using calibrated dummies.

•

To generate a full finite element (FE) and Multibody (MB) model of the sled and perform
FE and MB analysis to validate the sled results.

•

To conduct parameter studies to analyze the influence of current vehicle interior design
parameters (such as seat spacing, seat-back height, seat-padding material, seat location,
etc), in the passenger kinematics and biomechanical performance.
The use of FE dummies (LS-DYNA ATDs) was emphasized during FE analysis of the

test. The biomechanical performance of the FE dummies for frontal, rear, and side impact
scenarios was reviewed.

2

1.3 Project Outline
Figure 1.1 shows the schematic representation of outline of the complete transit bus
crashworthiness project. This thesis covers the outlined section, including creating the FE/MB
numerical model, followed by sled testing, validation of the numerical model, and parametric
studies including DOE and optimization studies.

Numerical Model
Generation – Bus
Structure – Finite
Element Model

FEM /MB Model
Validation

Design of Experiments
and Optimization studies

Numerical Model
Generation – Bus
interior

Sled testing –
Biomechanical
Performance

FEM Bus
Crashworthiness –
Structural Analysis

FE/MB Bus Passenger
Biomechanical
Performance

Sled testing –
Biomechanical
Performance Optimized

Figure 1.1 Transit bus crashworthiness methodology
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Conclusions and
Recommendations

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background
The word “bus” does not have a universal definition but rather applies generally to a
motor vehicle with seating capacity greater than that provided by motor vehicles used for family
travel. The U.S. Department of transportation (DOT) does not have a standard definition of bus
or classification for various bus types. In the Traffic Safety Reports, buses are defined as large
motor vehicles used to carry more than ten passengers, including school buses, intercity buses,
and transit buses. The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards define bus as a motor vehicle
with motive power, except a trailer designed for carrying more than ten persons. The FMVSS
define school bus according to its use; all other motor vehicles are defined by body type. The
body types that are not further defined in the FMVSS includes what are commonly referred in to
the industry as motor coach /intercity buses and transit/urban buses.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSR) defines a bus in two ways: (1)
as any motor vehicle, including taxicab that is designed, constructed, or used for the
transportation of passengers and as a vehicle designed to carry more that 15 passengers,
including driver. This shows that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation have
three different bus definitions, which also differ in the minimum number of passenger seats in
each.
Lack of a standard definition and systematic classification of buses makes it difficult to
determine the characteristics of buses and their involvement in collisions and their
crashworthiness.
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In United States, issues relating to occupant safety in mass transit bus were not studied
until recently. The primary focus to date has been placed on school bus safety. Introduction of
Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards in the mid-1980s resulted in a passive safety system or
“compartmentalization” in school buses. This passive system, largely dependant on seat spacing
and padded seat backs, has worked well in preventing injuries during collisions. Discussions
continue, however, on the benefit of seat belts in school buses. It is generally agreed that lap
belts are not the solution. The effectiveness of lap/torso seat belts is recognized, however there
are concerns regarding installation costs and maintenance issues as well as their proper use.
Considering Europe, regulations relating to the bus safety exist which apply to the
strength of the superstructure and the strength of seats and the anchorages. In the United
Kingdom, regulations have been introduced which require seat belts to be fitted in all new
intercity and minibuses. However, fitting of seat belts in European countries varies from country
to country.
2.2

Statistical Overview
This section includes statistical data describing the usage of as well as injuries and

fatalities associated with buses. Bus utilization data was obtained from the 2005 National
Transportation Statistics report [1]. Bus crash data was obtained from the Traffic Safety Facts
reports [3]-[7] for years 1999 to 2003 and the Buses Involved in Fatal Accidents reports [11][13] for years 1999 to 2001. This statistical review was performed to gain insight into the types
of bus crash mechanisms that result in occupant injuries and fatalities.
Transit bus usage, in terms of passenger-miles, averages 20.6 billion miles per year. From
1992 to 2002, transit motor bus ridership has increased 11 percent in terms of unlinked trips, as
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shown in Figure 2.1. From 1990 to 2002, the number of transit motor buses in the U.S. increased
30 percent. Clearly, transit buses are an integral part of the national transportation system.

Figure 2.1 US Transit motor bus ridership, 1992-2002 [1]
Data on fatal collisions are routinely collected as a part of the National Highway Traffic
safety Administration’s Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS). Data from the FARS and the
National Automotive Sampling System (NASS) General Estimates System (GES) is combined to
create the Traffic Safety Facts. The FARS database, established in 1975, records data from
traffic crashes involving a fatality. The GES database, established in 1988, records data from a
nationally representative sample of police-reported crashes of all severities, including those that
result in death, injury, or property damage. Selected bus data from the Traffic Safety Reports
from 1999 through 2003 is presented in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Data presented in the Traffic Safety
Report is often grouped by crash severity in the following categories:
(1) Fatal Crash. A police-reported crash involving a motor vehicle in transport on a traffic way
in which at least one person dies within 30 days of the crash. (2) Injury Crash. A police-reported
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crash that involves a motor vehicle in transport on a traffic way in which no one died but at least
one person was reported to have: (a) an incapacitating injury; (b) a visible but not incapacitating
injury; (c) a possible, not visible injury; or (d) Injury of unknown severity.

Figure 2.2 Bus occupant fatalities, 1999-2003 [3]-[7]
An average of 40 bus occupants per year were killed and 18,430 injured from 1999-2003.

Figure 2.3 Bus occupant fatalities, by bus type, 1999-2003 [3]-[7]
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On an average 25 percent of total bus fatalities are school bus fatalities, 30percent
intercity bus fatalities, 15percent transit buses fatalities, and 30percent are unknown and other
bus fatalities.
From 1999 to 2003 Traffic Safety Facts synopsis [3]-[7] repots the following relative to
occupants:
•

From 1999-2003 an average of 40 bus occupants per year were killed and 18,430 injured.

•

Forty-seven percent male and 53 percent female were killed. Fifty-one percent male and
49 percent female were injured.

•

School age occupants, ages 5-20, account for 24 percent of bus occupants killed.

•

Occupants over the age of 55 accounts for 43 percent of bus occupants killed.

•

Sixty-eight percent of bus occupant injuries occur during two-vehicle crashes.

•

Sixty-one percent of bus occupant fatalities result from frontal crashes, 17 percent from
side crashes and 9 percent from rear crashes.

•

Thirty-six percent of bus occupant injuries result from side crashes, 33percent from
frontal crashes and 30 percent from rear crashes.

•

Twenty-eight percent of bus occupant fatalities result from occupant ejection, 53 percent
from non-ejected fatal impacts, and 19 percent were unknown.

•

An average of 49 pedestrians and 9 pedal cyclists are killed each year in crashes with
buses.

•

Forty percent of bus occupant injuries result from school bus crashes, 24 percent from
intercity bus crashes, and 23percent from transit bus crashes.

•

Thirty percent of bus occupant fatalities result from intercity bus crashes, 25 percent from
school bus crashes, and 15percent from transit bus crashes.
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•

An average of 11 bus occupants per year are killed in two-vehicle crashes, while 162
occupants per year of other vehicles are killed(102 occupants in passenger cars, 49 in
light trucks, 9 in motorcycles, and 2 in large trucks).

•

An average of 12,000 bus occupants per year is injured in two-vehicle crashes, while
8,800 occupants per year in other vehicles are injured (6,000 in passenger cars and 2,800
in light trucks).

2.3

Literature Review
A summary of primary findings of selected papers pertaining to bus occupant protection

is presented in this section.
Ferrer and Miguel [16] carried out an analysis in Spain relative to in-depth investigations
of three collisions. The first case involved the rollover of a bus traveling at 106 km/h in the rain.
The bus rotated 180˚ after skidding from the rear and rolled into a small water course. All the
occupants were ejected from their seats and most were thrown in the water. The second case was
an offset frontal collision of a truck and the front left side of the coach. All left-side seated
seating passengers were fatally injured. The authors conclude that seat belts would not have
helped these occupants. The passengers on the right side of the coach sustained fatal injuries as a
result of the arm rest. The third case was a full-frontal impact collision of bus with the underside
of a semi-trailer on the road. None of the occupants were using a seat belt. The driver and two
front right occupants were fatally injured. The authors comment that the fatal injury to the driver
could have been prevented if he had been wearing the available lap/torso seat belt. The
passengers behind the driver seat were ejected from their seats and sustained serious head
injuries. The authors conclude that the passengers would not have sustained these injuries if they
were using lap seat belts. These three collisions were reconstructed using PC–CRASH and
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MADYMO to view the occupant kinematics. The major cause of the fatal injuries in each
collision was ejection. To overcome ejections, the authors recommend the use of three point seat
belts and improved seat structures and anchorages as a next step in improving passive safety in
buses.
Krüger [17] examined the strength of bus seats as restraints through sled tests conducted
at a speed of 24 km/h using a 50th percentile Anthromorphic test dummy (ATD) and six year-old
child dummy. The test showed that occupant safety was best with a seat-row distance of 800 to
850 mm. Moreover, testing at 10g deceleration in a frontal impact showed that the original seat
anchorages broke loose. The authors learned that similar seat anchorage failures were observed
in an actual double-decker collision. Tests show the potential of a seat system and energyabsorbing seat backs in order to maintain occupant space and to reduce the risk of injury.
Mayrhofer et al. [18] evaluated the effectiveness of a bus and coach seat during rear-end
impact using sled tests. The strength of seats and their anchorages were specified in ECE
regulation 80. However, regulation 80 specifies seat testing for frontal collisions only, not rearend collisions. A segment of a real bus structure with two new double seat rows was mounted on
a sled using standard spacing. Since the rear-impact pulse is weak compared to the front-impact
pulse, the front-impact pulse specified in ECE R80 was also used for sled testing. The authors
concluded that there should be some regulation for testing of seats in rear-impact crash
conditions to improve the safety for bus and coach occupants.
The Enhanced Coach and Bus Occupant Safety (ECBOS) project [19] was undertaken by
seven European research institutes and universities to investigate the field of current bus and
coach accidents, and to propose new cost-effective test methods and suggestions for improved
regulations in order to reduce the risk of injuries to bus occupants. This project covered a wide
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area including statistical collision data analysis, development of a bus accident database, accident
reconstruction, component and full-scale testing, development of numerical simulation models
for vehicle structure and occupant behavior, detection of injury mechanism, cost analysis, and
suggestions for improvement in current testing methods. The Graz University of Technology,
Vehicle Safety Institute Austria conducted two series of sled tests to investigate the behavior of
sitting occupants under frontal as well as rear impacts according to ECE R80 conditions. These
tests were followed by the complete reconstruction in numerical modeling using MADYMO
software. The results were used further to investigate the influence on occupants’ injuries by
changing of certain key factors in the vehicle structure. The main objective of this study was to
provide bus seat design guidelines. The study concluded with a guidelines statement regarding
frontal and rear impact such as the use of a three-point belt system and a rigid platform for seat
testing.
Elias et al. [20] describe ongoing research by NHTSA to evaluate the potential of safety
restraints on large school buses. Two full-scale dynamic crash tests were conducted with large
school buses. The first involved the frontal impact of a school bus into a rigid barrier at 48.5
km/h, using a range of Hybrid III dummies were used, including 50th percentile, 5th percentile
female and six year old child dummy. In the second test, a cab over truck was impacted from the
side of a stationary school bus at 72.4 km/h, using Hybrid III dummies, including two SID
dummies and a Hybrid II dummy. Moreover a series of dynamic sled tests was conducted to
evaluate restraint

alternatives. Three main

restraint strategies

were evaluated: (1)

compartmentalization, (2) lap belt only, and (3) lap/shoulder belt on modified seats.
Stansifer and Romberg [21] describe an assessment of the need and cost benefit of seat
belts in intercity buses. Their analysis was based on a review of 66 intercity bus collisions in the
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U.S. that were studied in detail from 1972 to 1976. The authors conclude that seat belts did not
demonstrate a positive cost benefit. The key findings of the review are as follows:
•

There is lack of detailed classification of bus types in collision data.

•

Most collision data regarding buses is related to intercity bus or school bus
crashworthiness. There is seldom any information regarding crashworthiness of mass
transit buses in particular.

•

Rollovers and ejections are the major causes of serious and fatal injuries to bus
occupants.

•

Lap belts are not the preferred manner of restraint. Although lap/torso belts are effective
in preventing injuries and ejections in cases involving of intercity buses, the same is not
true for transit buses.

•

Regulations in Europe regarding the strength of the bus superstructure, seat attachments,
and seat belts generally reflect real-world collision data.

2.4

Current FMVSS Regulation for Buses

2.4.1

School Bus Regulations
Three Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards revised or introduced in 1977 apply to

school buses only, namely FMVSS 220 (School Bus Rollover Protection), FMVSS 221 (School
Bus Joint Strength) and FMVSS 222 (School Bus Passenger Seating and Crash Protection). In
the United States, this refers to the large and small yellow school buses. The FMVSS
(CFR571.3) defines a bus as a motor vehicle designed to carry more than ten persons and school
bus as one that carries students to and or from school or school-related activities. Collision data
show that school buses that meet these 1977 requirements provide good occupant protection. The
number of school bus passenger fatalities in the United States averages fewer than ten each year,
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out of approximately 10 billion student trips (NTSB, 1999a). Even so, discussion continues on
the potential benefit of seat belts in school buses. FMVSS 222 also requires that small school
buses smaller than 10,000 pounds are equipped with a lap/torso seat belt at the driver’s position
and right-front passenger position and with lap or lap/torso seat belts at all other designated seat
positions. Only six states, however, have legislation mandating the use of lap belts on school
buses. At present, manufactures only offer lap belts at passenger seating positions.
In 1985, Thomas Built Buses Inc. performed crash tests on three small buses and found
little difference in head and chest injuries between lap-belted and unrestrained dummies. In
1987, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) examined the potential benefits of lap
belts in 43 serious school bus collisions (NTSB, 1987). It was concluded that it was unlikely that
lap belts would have improved the injury outcome. Intrusion resulted in 11 of the 13 fatalities
and caused most of the serious injuries. NTSB further concluded that Compartmentalization
worked well in protecting school bus occupants.
Since the 1987 NTSB study, there has been increasing debate in the United States
regarding the potential for improved school bus occupant protection using seat belts, especially
in lateral and rollover collisions. Seat belt advocates largely argue on the potential benefit of
even lap belts in crashes. The benefit of providing children with a common protection system
offset any potential seat belt benefit, and there remains concern that lap belts may result in
additional injuries in a collision.
2.4.2. Occupant Protection in Transit Bus
In a NTSB report on bus crashworthiness issues, it is noted that the occupant protection
concerns for transit buses are somewhat different than those for school buses (NTSB, 1999) [2].
Because transit buses are larger in mass and have a lower center of gravity than school buses,
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they often respond differently during collisions. Transit buses are equipped with large panoramic
windows, and unlike school buses, fatal injuries in transit bus collisions are often due to
occupant ejections. There is no federal regulation requiring transit buses to be equipped with
active or passive passenger protection systems. In a 1999 report on bus crashworthiness issues,
the NTSB observes that injuries and fatalities may be significantly reduced by retaining bus
passengers on their seats during bus collisions. They further conclude that side window retentive
glazing may decrease the number of ejections of unrestrained passengers and decrease the risk of
serious injuries to restrained passengers.
2.5

General Injury Mechanisms in Crash Scenarios
In motor vehicle crashes, three types of collision forces that can cause injuries. The first

force is the direct impact due to the collision between the motor vehicle and another object. The
second is any collision that may occur between the intruded parts of the vehicle and the
passenger body. The third involves the violent collision of body organs within the body frame.
The last two forces increase the importance of consistent use of safety restraints in motor
vehicles.
2.5.1

Head Injury
Injuries to head are divided into skull injuries, brain injuries, and scalp injuries. Scalp

injuries are quite common in accidents, but they are considered to be of minor importance. In
general terms, it is convenient to view head injuries as comprising three distinct varieties [22].
2.5.2

Skull Fracture
A Skull fracture can occur with or without damage to the brain but is itself not an

important cause of neurological death or disability. Skull fractures can be classified in many
ways and are considered open fractures, if the durra is torn, or closed fractures if it is not. More
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conveniently, fractures are categorized into those of the base. Injuries to the neural substance of
the brain are primarily the cause of neurological dysfunction and can readily be divided into two
categories.
2.5.3

Focal Brain Injuries
Focal brain injuries are those in which a lesion large enough to be visualized with the

naked eye has occurred and comprise contusion, subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma, and
intracerebral hematoma. These injuries comprise approximately 50 percent of all head injury
patients admitted to the hospital and are responsible for two-thirds of head injury deaths.
2.5.4 Diffuse Brain Injuries
Diffuse brain injuries, on the other hand, are associated with more widespread or global
disruption of neurological function and are not usually associated with a macroscopically visible
brain lesion. Rather, they cause widespread disruption of either the function or structure of the
brain. Since diffuse brain injuries, for the most part, are not associated with visible microscopic
lesions, they have historically been lumped together to mean all injuries not associated with focal
lesion.
2.6

Injury Criteria

2.6.1

Head Injury Criterion
Head injury criterion (HIC) is used to assess head injury. Values greater than 1,000

indicate that there is likelihood of serious head injury. HIC is calculated when the head of the
occupant comes in hard contact with another rigid object during a frontal (contact) impact.It is
evaluated as
 1 t2

HIC = max 
a
(
t
)
dt

∫
 t 2 − t1 t1


2.5

(t 2 − t1 )
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(2.1)

where
t1, t2 = arbitrary instants of time when head experiences acceleration or deceleration.
a (t) = resultant linear acceleration at the center of gravity of the head[22].
The time interval, t2-t1, must be chosen such that the difference is less than 36 ms and in such a
way that the value of HIC is maximized

2.6.2

Neck Injury Criterion
Neck injury occurs from excessive compressive or tensile forces along the neck axis or

excessive shear forces acting perpendicular to the neck axis. The duration of the load acting on
the neck also affects the level of injury. The neck injury criteria formulated by Mertz and Patrick
was used. [22]
The criteria for compressive loading was
F > 900 – 20t

t< 30 ms

F > 250 lb (f)

t> 30 ms

The criteria for tensile loading was
F> 740 – 2.6 t

t < 34 ms

F> 1888 - 36.4t

34ms < t > 45 ms

F> 250 lb (f)

t > 45 ms

Neck injuries can also occur due to excessive moments. A limiting value of 504 in-lb and
1680 in-lb was set for moments in extension and flexion respectively (The SI equivalent of 1 lb-f
is 4.484 N and in 1 in-lbf is 0.1130 N-m).

2.6.3

Thoracic Trauma Index
The thorax consists of vital organs like heart, which are vulnerable to rapid changes in the

acceleration pulse. In cadaver tests,the peak lateral acceleration on the struck side of the rib and
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lower thoracic spine greatly influences injury to the thorax [22]. In case of ATDs the thoracic
trauma index (TTI) is defined differently. It should not exceed the threshold value of 85 g for any
multipurpose passenger vehicle according to FMVSS 214. The TTI for the side impact has been
defined as
TTI (d) = 0.5 (Gr + GLs)

(2.2)

where,
Gr = greater of the peal acceleration of either the upper or lower rib.
GLs = lower spine peak acceleration.
TTI (d) = Thoracic Trauma Index for the side impact dummy

2.6.4

Viscous Injury Response (V*C)
Vital organs, namely the chest, heart, and blood vessels, are built of soft tissues.

Therefore, understanding the mechanism of soft tissue is critical for occupant safety. From
experiments, soft-tissue injury is induced by rate-sensitive deformation of the chest. In some
cases, pulmonary and cardiac injuries occurred during conditions of high-impact velocities with
very little chest deformation. This is also supported by injuries caused by impacts that are fatal
[22]. The viscous criterion is the maximum value of a time function formed by the product of the
velocity of deformation (V) and the instantaneous compression function (C). It is represented by

 dD(t ) D(t ) 
V ∗ C = max 
×

To 
 dt

(2.3)

where
D(t) = deflection of the chest
T0 = initial torso thickness
A value of 1.5 m/s is used as a reference value for the human tolerance for the chest, and a value
of 2 m/s for the abdomen of side impact dummy (SID) in a lateral collision.
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2.6.5

Femur Force Criteria
The Femur Force Criterion (FFC) is a measure of injury to the femur.

It is the

compression force transmitted axially on each femur of the dummy as it is measured by the
femur load cell. The FFC injury calculation is applied to the joint constraint force in the bracket
joint located at a femur load cell. It is assumed that the coordinate systems of this joint are
oriented in agreement with SAE J221/1, because as the axial force, the component of the
constraint force in the joint direction is used. A duration curve of this time history signal is made.
The resulting femur axial force duration curve must not exceed the value of 10 kN.

2.6.6

Chest 3ms Criteria
A chest 3ms criterion gives the acceptable limit of the maximum acceleration

experienced by the occupant over a 3ms time interval. For this criterion, chest acceleration
should not exceed 60 G over a time interval of 3ms during a crash event.

2.6.7

Chest Deflection Criteria
The chest deflection criteria it suggests that chest deflection should not exceed more than

63mm during a crash event. If the chest deflection value goes beyond the recommended value, it
shows serious chest injuries in the chest cavity [23].

2.7

FMVSS 208 Injury Criteria
The FMVSS 208 was developed to reduce the number of fatalities and number of severity

of injuries to occupants involved in frontal crashes [8]. This standard also specifies injury criteria
for various ATDs. This standard is used for estimating the fatalities from a frontal impact.
Parameters from FMVSS 208 are used to compare results obtained from the MADYMO model
of a Frontal impact involving a transit bus. Injury criteria are shown in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1
FMVSS 208 INJURY CRITERIA FOR VARIOUS ATDs [8]

2.8

FMVSS 214 Injury Criteria
FMVSS 214 was developed to reduce the number of fatalities and severity of injuries to

occupants involved in a side-impact collision [30]. This standard specifies injury criteria for U.S.
DOT SID ATD. There are three primary injury mechanisms in side-impact collisions with
roadside objects: injuries to the head, thorax and pelvis. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration has developed specific ATD-measured injury criteria for each of these body
regions: the head injury criteria, the thoracic trauma index and the pelvis acceleration (Py).
Although relating ATD responses to the risk of injury to a living human is both complex and
controversial, biomechanics researchers have attempted to assess the relationship between the
HIC, TTI and Py to the probability of sustaining a life-threatening injury. In general a HIC of
1000, a TTI of 85 g’s and pelvic accelerations 2 of 130 g’s are considered to represent
approximately a 20 percent probability of sustaining a life-threatening injury under similar
conditions in a real-world collision.
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2.9

Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines
The Standard Bus Procurement Guidelines (SBPG) [9] are used as a model for

solicitation of offers and contracts for supplying of transit buses. They are intended to replace the
Baseline Advanced Design Transit Coach Specification or “White Book,” which was developed
20 years earlier for the Federal Transit Administration. The SBPG are organized in five parts:
•

Request for Proposals, Offer, and Award (to be used in competitive negotiation)

•

Solicitation, Offer, and Award (to be used for sealed bids)

•

General Contractual Provisions

•

Quality Assurance Provisions

•

Warranty Provisions

•

Technical Specifications
Part 5 provides details the technical specifications for transit buses, including many

guidelines provided for bus crashworthiness and individual part specifications. According to
SBPG, transit buses should have a minimum expected life of 12 years or 500,000 miles, which ever
comes first, and are intended for the widest possible spectrum of passengers, including children,
adults, the elderly, and persons with disabilities.
Section 5.4.5 offers guidelines for passenger seating arrangements in a low-floor mass
transit bus. Some of the clauses in this section are as follows:
•

The passenger seating arrangement in the bus shall be such that seating capacity is
maximized and in compliance to the following requirements. The Procuring Agency
recognizes that ramp location, foot room, hip-to-knee room, doorway type and width, seat
construction, floor level type, seat spacing requirements, etc., ultimately affect seating
capacity and layout.
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•

Thickness of the transverse seat backs shall be minimized at the bottom to increase
passenger knee room and passenger capacity. The area between the longitudinal seat
backs and the attachment to the bus sidewalls shall be designed to prevent debris
accumulation.

•

The aisle between the seats shall be no less than 20 inches wide at seated passenger hip
height. Seat backs shall be shaped to increase this dimension to no less than 24 inches at
standing passenger hip height.

•

Seats for the various seating arrangements shall have the dimensions shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Seating dimensions and standard configuration [9]

•

The width, W, of the seat shall be 35 inches ± 1 inch, The length, L, shall be 17 ±1
inches. The seat back height, B, shall be a minimum of 15 inches. The seat height, H,
shall be 17 ± 1 inches. For the rear lounge (or settee) and longitudinal seats, and seats
located above raised areas for storage of under floor components, a cushion height of up
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to 18 ±2 inches will be allowed. This shall also be allowed for limited transverse seats,
but only with expressed approval of the Procuring Agency. The seat cushion slope, S,
shall be between 5° to 11°.The seat back slope, C, shall be between 8° to 17°. The hip to
knee room, K, shall be 26 inch min., The pitch, P, is shown as reference only.
•

The transverse seat structure shall be fully cantilevered from the sidewall with sufficient
strength for the intended service. The lowest part of the seat assembly that is within 12
inches of the aisle shall be at least 10 inches above the floor.

•

All transverse objects, including seat backs, modesty panels, and longitudinal seats, in front
of the forward-facing seats shall not impart a compressive load in excess of 1,000 pounds
onto the femur of passengers ranging in size from a 5th-percentile female to a 95thpercentile male during a 10g deceleration of the bus.

•

Seat shall be constructed with materials that comply with the physical test.

Selected

materials shall minimize damage from vandalism and shall reduce cleaning time. The
seats shall be attached to the frame with tamperproof fasteners.

2.10

Work Performed
The preliminary requirement for this research was an extraction of crash pulses for a

series of sled tests for frontal, side, and rear collision conditions for buses replicating real-world
scenarios.
Hence, as the initial phases of this work, a complete finite element model (FEM) of a low
floor mass transit bus was generated. This model was used to extract structural behavior, and
crash pulses for various impact conditions. A detailed computer-aided design (CAD) model was
obtained from the manufacturer for a typical 30-feet-long low-floor mass transit bus.
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The tasks performed in this phase were as follows:
•

Review of CAD geometry and bus assembly with bus manufacturer

•

Preparation of 3D CAD model geometry for meshing with finite elements

•

Meshing 3D CAD model with finite elements

•

Assembly of 3D CAD model into a finite element model

•

Definition of model properties: material, thickness, etc.

•

Verification of finite element model mass properties.

•

Evaluation of numerical stability of the finite element analysis

•

Verification of the finite element model against available test results
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CHAPTER 3
BASE LINE SLED TEST

3.1

Overview of Sled Program
Based on available statistical accident analyses, current buses and coach design,

including all interior parts, still offer a potential increase in occupant protection. The first step
regarding this investigation was to evaluate the biomechanical responses of occupants as in real
world crash situations. To evaluate the various factors influencing the occupant safety in buses,
three methods were employed to reproduce actual bus incidents:
–

Full-scale vehicle crash testing

–

Dynamic sled testing

–

Finite element analysis of complete crash scenarios and computer simulations to evaluate
the injury values on occupants.

Full-scale vehicle crash testing is often used as an engineering tool to reproduce the dynamic
conditions of real-world accidents. The complex and destructive nature of conducting these crash
tests makes them very expensive. Often, engineering analysis requires multiple tests wherein
occupant motion or vehicle component performance comparisons are made when subject to
specific dynamic conditions. For these situations, sled testing becomes the preferred evaluation
method. Sled testing allows reproducing the dynamic conditions of a full-scale crash test in a
controlled environment at a fraction of the cost. A particular advantage of sled testing is that only
a single vehicle is consumed. Typically the occupant compartment of the vehicle, referred to as a
vehicle buck, is mounted on the test sled. The sled and buck can then be subjected

to

accelerations representative of a particular crash environment. This controlled acceleration is
commonly referred to as a sled pulse.
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3.2

Approach of Sled Program
The preliminary task of the project and the sled program is to generate a Numerical
Model of typical mass transit bus interior. In order to have an accurate representation of
actual transit bus, available database and U.S. reports on traffic safety were analyzed and
studied to identify typical interior layouts and hardware specifications as in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Typical mass transit bus interior
Then calculate the vehicle structural deformations and crash pulses from the various
crash scenarios through a complete finite element analysis (FEA) of finite element (FE)
model. These results were used to define crash inputs for FE/Multibody (MB) occupant
biomechanical assessment simulations and sled pulses.From the crash pulses obtained,
FE/MB models were developed to evaluate occupant kinematics and biomechanical
performance for various crash scenarios. A Body in White (BIW) of the vehicle (vehicle
buck) is built (Figure 3.2) in order to validate some of the critical configurations identified in
previous phase with a series of the sled tests. The BIW construction was a typical open-frame
construction. This design allowed installation of the multiple interior layouts. It also provided
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multiple camera mounting locations that resulted in a more complete analysis of the
dummies’ kinematics and their interaction with the bus interior features and other occupants.
Then the kinematics and biomechanical performance of the occupants were evaluated.

Figure 3.2 Final design of sled test BIW

3.3

Methodology

3.3.1

Sled Test Device
All sled tests were performed by means of the MTS Inc. system accelerator sled facility

at the National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) Crash Dynamics Laboratory. The system
houses a servo–hydraulic MTS Model 888.20 Crash Simulator. The system, an acceleration
crash sled, allows the impact to take place first and uses the sled to decelerate to a safe level of
speed. Figure 3.3 shows NIAR’s sled test facility.

Figure 3.3 Sled test facility at NIAR
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3.3.2 Test Anthropomorphic Test Devices
The test dummies used in the series of sled tests were as follows:
•

One Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD (Figure 3.4):
This calibrated dummy is having total weight of 223.2 lbs (101.24 kg) and sitting height
of 36.8 in (93.4 cm).

Figure 3.4 HYD III 95th ATD (L), HYD III 50th ATD (R)

•

Two Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD (Figure 3.4):
This calibrated dummy is having total weight of 171.3 lbs (77.7 kg) and sitting

height

of 34.8 in (88.4 cm).
•

One Hybrid III 5th percentile ATD (Figure 3.5):
This calibrated dummy is having total weight of 108.3 lbs (49.05 kg) and sitting height
of 31.0 in (78.7 cm).
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Figure 3.5 HYD III 5th ATD (L), US DOT - SID ATD (R)
•

One US DOT – Side Impact Dummy ATD (Figure 3.5):
This calibrated dummy has a total weight of 169 lbs (76.7 kg) and sitting height of 35.4
in (89.9 cm). All the dummies were used in combination according to various test
configurations. The US DOT SID dummy was specially used for the side-impact sled
test.

3.3.3

Instrumentation
For each ATD with standard neck, i.e., Hybrid III ATDs a total of 18 channels was

available for measurements (Figure 3.6).
•

Accelerometers at head, torso and pelvis giving linear accelerations in x, y and z
directions.

•

Upper neck load cell for upper neck forces (x, y and z) and upper neck moments (x, y and
z).

•

Femur load cells in left and right femur for left and right femur forces.
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•

Chest deflection potentiometer for chest deflection.

Figure 3.6 Channel positions in ATD
The US DOT – SID ATD had less number of channels available. The head and neck
brackets of this dummy were the same as of Hybrid II 50th percentile ATD.
Seven channels were available for the DOT SID ATD.
•

Accelerometers at Head giving linear accelerations in x,y and z directions

•

Accelerometers at Upper and Lower rib, giving linear accelerations in y direction.

•

Accelerometers at Lower spine, giving linear accelerations in y direction.

•

Accelerometers at Pelvis giving linear accelerations in x direction

3.3.4

Data Processing
Measurement data were recorded by means of an onboard system. The sampling rate of

the transducer data was 10 kHz.
Three SpeedCam VISARIO high-resolution (1000 fps @ 1536 x 1024 pixel resolution)
cameras were used to record the test sequence. One camera was mounted in the side of the sled
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to show the movement from the side; the other was mounted directly onboard on the sled fixture
to show the relative movement in more precisely. One camera was positioned at the top of the
testing area. Photos were taken of the test objects, before and after each single sled test. Positions
of the dummies and the structure were extracted in profiles of respective parts in the form of
IGES points with the help of a FARO arm coordinate measuring machine (CMM) for further
validation of the tests through computer simulations.
The ATD data were processed according to SAE J211. The ATD data processing filters
are shown in Table 3.1
TABLE 3.1
ATD DATA PROCESSING FILTERS
Sled
Head Accelerometer
Chest Accelerometer
Pelvis Acceleration
Chest Deflection
Neck Forces
Neck Moments
Femur Force

3.4

CFC
CFC
CFC
CFC
CFC
CFC
CFC
CFC

60
1000
180
1000
600
1000
600
600

Side Impact Sled Test
For the side impact sled test configuration, two front-facing seat rows were mounted on

the sled fixture along with one side-facing seat row (consisting of three seats) as shown in Figure
3.7. A modesty panel was fitted in front of first row of the front-facing seat to represent a typical
bus interior structure.
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Figure 3.7 Side Impact sled test configuration
The Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD was placed on the first row of the front facing seat.
The 5th percentile and 50th percentile Hybrid III ATD were placed on the side-facing seats. The
US DOT SID ATD was placed on the rear row seat. All dummies were unbelted.
The sled pulse for side-impact testing was extracted from the simulation of the sideimpact of a bus 0 mph (stationary) and a large truck traveling at 25 mph. Figure 3.8 shows the
acceleration sled pulse applied during side impact testing.

Figure 3.8 Side Impact sled acceleration pulse
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The chosen crash pulse resulted in a maximum acceleration of 11.08 g and a ∆v of 12.52 mph.
Table 3.2 shows the test matrix for the side impact sled test
TABLE 3.2
TEST MATRIX – SIDE SLED TEST

Test Summary
Test Number
06221-5
Pulse
Bus 0 mph to large truck 25 mph
Impact Orientation
Side
ATD 1
95th
ATD 2
US Dot SID
ATD 3
5th
ATD 4
50th
Side Wall
Driver Side
Divider Panel
1
Wheel Well
None
Seat Width
17.5"/ 444.5mm
Forward-Facing Seat Pitch
30.0"/ 762mm
Forward-Facing Seat Hip to Knee Room
27.0"/ 685.8mm
Forward-Facing Seat Knee Room
11.0"/279.8mm
Ground to Seat Pan Height
17.5"/444.5mm
Front Divider Panel to Seat Distance
11.0"/279.8mm

3.5

Rear Impact Sled Test
The seat configuration for the rear impact sled test was kept same as the side-impact tests,

i.e., two front-facing seat rows were mounted on the sled fixture along with one side-facing seat
row (consisting of three seats), as shown in Figure 3.9.The position of the modesty panel was
changed and fitted in rear-end of the side-facing seat row.
The Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD was placed on the first row of the front facing seat.
The 5th percentile and 50th percentile Hybrid III ATDs were placed on the back row of the frontfacing seat. One more Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD was placed on the side-facing seat. All
dummies were unbelted.
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Figure 3.9 Rear Impact sled test configuration
The sled pulse for rear-impact testing was extracted from the simulation of the rear
impact of a bus at 0 mph (stationary) and a bus traveling at 20 mph. Figure 3.10 shows the
acceleration sled pulse applied during rear-impact testing.

Figure 3.10 Rear impact sled acceleration pulse

The chosen crash pulse resulted in a maximum acceleration of 11.8 G and a ∆v of 12.52
mph.
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Table 3.2 shows the test matrix for rear impact sled test
TABLE 3.3
TEST MATRIX – REAR SLED TEST

Test Summary
Test Number
Pulse
Impact Orientation
ATD 1
ATD 2
ATD 3
ATD 4
Side Wall
Divider Panel
Wheel Well
Seat Width
Forward Facing Seat Pitch
Forward Facing Seat Hip to Knee Room
Forward Facing Seat Knee Room
Ground to Seat Pan Height
Front Divider Panel to Seat Distance
Rear Divider Panel to side facing Seat Distance

3.6

06221-6
Bus 0 mph to Bus 20 mph
Rear
95th
5th
50th
50th
None
2
None
17.5"/ 444.5mm
30.0"/ 762mm
27.0"/ 685.8mm
11.0"/279.8mm
17.5"/444.5mm
11.0"/279.8mm
2.5"/63.5mm

Frontal Sled Test I
The seat configuration for the frontal impact sled test I was kept the same as in the

previous sled tests, i.e., two front-facing seat rows were mounted on the sled fixture along with
one side facing seat row (consisting of three seats), as shown in Figure 3.11.The position of the
modesty panel was fitted in front of the front-facing seats. A wheel well was added and fixed at
the front end of the side-facing seat row.
The Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD was placed on the first row of the front-facing seat.
The 5th percentile and 50th percentile Hybrid III ATDs were placed on the back row of the front-
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facing seat. The Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD was placed on the side-facing seat. All the
dummies were unbelted.

Figure3.11 Frontal impact (I) sled test configuration
The Sled pulse for frontal-impact testing was extracted from the simulation of the frontal
impact of a bus traveling at 30 mph and mini van traveling at 30 mph. Figure 3.12 shows the
acceleration sled pulse applied during frontal-impact test - I.

Figure 3.12 Frontal-impact sled test I acceleration pulse
The chosen crash pulse resulted in a maximum acceleration of 11.1 G and a ∆v of 10.9 mph.
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Table 3.4 shows the test matrix for frontal-impact sled test I.
TABLE 3.4
TEST MATRIX – FRONTAL SLED TEST - I

Test Summary
Test Number
06221-7
Pulse
Bus 30 mph to Min Van 30 mph
Impact Orientation
Frontal
ATD 1
95th
ATD 2
5th
ATD 3
50th
ATD 4
50th
Side Wall
None
Divider Panel
1
Wheel Well
1
Seat Width
17.5"/ 444.5mm
Forward Facing Seat Pitch
30.0"/ 762mm
Forward Facing Seat Hip to Knee Room
27.0"/ 685.8mm
Forward Facing Seat Knee Room
11.0"/279.8mm
Ground to Seat Pan Height
17.5"/444.5mm
Front Divider Panel to Seat Distance
11.0"/279.8mm
Wheel Well to Side facing Seat Distance
2.5"/63.5mm

3.7

Frontal Sled Test II
The seat configuration for the frontal-impact sled test II was kept same as in the previous

sled tests, i.e., two front-facing seat rows were mounted on the sled fixture along with one sidefacing seat row (consisting of three seats), as shown in Figure 3.13.The position of the modesty
panel was fitted in front of the front-facing seats. A wheel well was added and was fixed at the
front end of the side-facing seat row.
The Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD was placed on the first row of the front facing seat.
The 5th percentile and 50th percentile Hybrid III ATDs were placed on the back row of the front
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facing seat. The Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD was placed on the side facing seat. All the
dummies were unbelted.

Figure 3.13 Frontal Impact (II) sled test configuration
The Sled pulse for frontal-impact testing was extracted from the simulation of the frontalimpact of a bus traveling at 20 mph and a bus 0 mph (stationary). Figure 3.14 shows the
acceleration sled pulse applied during frontal-impact testing II.

Figure 3.14 Frontal Impact (II) sled test acceleration pulse
The chosen crash pulse resulted in a maximum acceleration of 10.19 g and a ∆v of 12.52 mph.
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Table 3.5 shows the test matrix for frontal impact sled test II.
TABLE 3.5
TEST MATRIX – FRONTAL SLED TEST II

Test Summary
Test Number
Pulse
Impact Orientation
ATD 1
ATD 2
ATD 3
ATD 4
Side Wall
Divider Panel
Wheel Well
Seat Width
Forward Facing Seat Pitch
Forward Facing Seat Hip to Knee Room
Forward Facing Seat Knee Room
Ground to Seat Pan Height
Front Divider Panel to Seat Distance
Wheel Well to Side facing Seat Distance
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06221-8
Bus 20 mph to Bus 0 mph
Frontal
95th
5th
50th
50th
None
1
1
17.5"/ 444.5mm
30.0"/ 762mm
27.0"/ 685.8mm
11.0"/279.8mm
17.5"/444.5mm
11.0"/279.8mm
2.5"/63.5mm

CHAPTER 4
MADYMO MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF SLED STRUCTURE

4.1

Overview of Simulation
Laboratory sled testing has been the traditional approach for automobile and airplane

safety research. However such testing is limited to standard crashes, whereas in real life, the
crashes tend to be more complex.
Simulations prove to be a useful tool in conjunction with traditional testing method, for
both industrial and research purposes. In industry, the main purpose of simulation is to check
designs for crashworthiness before they are actually tested. Thus, simulations help in reducing
the number of tests, as well as the number of prototypes and designs to be manufactured and
tested. In research they help in analyzing existing or hypothetical scenarios or designs. In this
way, simulations reduce cost as well as time in the product development cycle and are a valuable
research tool.
Accordingly multibody (MB) / finite element models were generated to validate them
against the sled test results and to evaluate kinematics and biomechanical performances of
occupants for different crash scenarios.

4.1.1

MADYMO Version
MADYMO is a mathematical dynamic modeling software package that provides

solutions to problems in crash engineering. Although initially developed to study passive safety,
MADYMO is now progressively used for vigorous safety and wide-ranging biomechanics
studies. MADYMO combines rigid body dynamics simulation and finite element model
simulation.
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Figure 4.1 MADYMO structure [22].
MADYMO simulations were created on MADYMO/Translator_XML 6.3. This version
was released on November 18, 2005, by TNO MADYMO. The simulations were run on
MADYMO/Solver 6.3, which was released on November 18, 2005, by TNO MADYMO

4.1.2

Platform
The input deck for MADYMO 6.3 is in extensible markup language (XML) form. It

allows the user to define elements, attributes and their relationship. The XML editor used for
MADYMO model generation is XMADgic (XML editor provided by TNO MADYMO).
XMADgic provides a range of specific features that aid in creating MADYMO input files and
facilitates the use of MADYMO.
EASi CRASH MAD (ECM) v 5.501 is used to set the model graphically. ECM is CAE
tool developed to facilitate CAE engineering applications in occupant safety systems.

4.2

Numerical Integration Methods in MADYMO
The equations of motions are solved numerically. IN MADYMO three methods are

available:
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•

Modified Euler method with a fixed time step.

•

Runge-Kutta method with fixed time step.

•

Runge-Kutta Merson method with variable time step.

4.2.1

Integration Method
These methods are one-step explicit methods, which mean the solution at a time point

tn+1 can be written explicitly in the terms of the solution at the preceding time point tn. The
Runge-Kutta-Merson method cannot be used for applications with finite element models because
this method does not allow the repeated time integration over the same time interval, which
occurs when the step size is reduced. For a given time step, the modified Euler method is less
accurate than the Runge-Kutta method. In order to obtain the same accuracy, the time step in the
modified Euler method should be one-eighth to the Runge-Kutta method and one-sixteenth of the
Runge-Kutta-Merson method. When stability determines the step size, the modified Euler
method is more stable than the Runge-Kutta method. When the finite element model is supported
on a rigid body, the Runge-Kutta method may become unstable.
The integration method used for the MADYMO analysis was the explicit Euler integration
method with a fixed time step.

4.2.2

Time Step
The time step considered for this analysis was a multibody integration time step of 1.0E-

05 sec.

4.2.3

Information of Control Cards
In the CONTROL_ANALYSIS.TIME card, the user must define the following:

•

Time step

•

Integration method
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•

Start time of the simulation

•

End time of the simulation
In the case large models, it might be necessary to increase the amount of allocated

memory. This is done through the CONTROL_ALLOCATION card.

4.3

Anthropomorphic Test Devices (ATD) Database
The MADYMO ATD database provides validated and calibrated dummy models to

represent their counterparts used in full-scale or sled testing. These dummy models are available
in ellipsoids, facet, and FE models.
Ellipsoid models are models that are based fully on MADYMO’s rigid-body modeling
features. Their geometry is described by means of ellipsoids, cylinders, and planes. They are the
most CPU time-efficient type of models. Therefore, they are particularly suitable for concept,
optimization, and extensive parameter sensitivity studies. It was recommended to use the Euler
time integration method for all models. For the ellipsoid and facet models, the recommended
maximum time steps lie in the order of 1.0e-4 s to 1.0e-5 s.
A wide range of MADYMO ATD models are available. The standard models of the adult
and child Hybrid III dummies are the 5th percentile female, the 50th percentile male, the 95th
percentile male, six-year-old child and three-year-old child Hybrid III dummy models.

4.3.1
•

MADYMO –Specification ATD
Hybrid III 50th Percentile Dummy
The Hybrid III 50th percentile male ATD, as shown in Figure 4.2, is the most widely

applied dummy for the evaluation of automotive safety restraint systems in frontal crash testing.
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The size and weight of the dummy represent an "average" of the USA adult male population. It is
accepted in several standards (FMVSS 208, ECE R.94) and used in global New Car Assessment
Programs (NCAP).This MADYMO analysis which contains 37 bodies used an ellipsoidal model.

Figure 4.2 Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD model; ellipsoid model (left) and facet model (right)

•

The neck is represented by five kinematic joints located in the centre of the four rubber
disks and on the rotation axis of the nodding joint (OC).

•

The rib body represents the front of the rib cage (left and right), and the sternum body
represents the compliant sternal region (center). To obtain a model for the lumbar spine, a
combination of a free joint and a protected joint resistance model was used.

•

The abdomen was modeled as a separate body, which is connected to the lower torso with
a translational joint.

•

The hip model was a combination of a spherical joint and a protected joint resistance
model.

•

The knee was modeled as a JOINT.REVO_TRAN joint, which describes flexion and the
translational movement of the knee slider. The foot and ankle were modeled with
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approximately 45 degrees dorsiflexion and include a rubber joint stop to reduce tibia load
peaks.
•

Hybrid III 5th Percentile Dummy
The Hybrid III 5th percentile small female dummy (Figure 4.3) represents the smallest

size in the adult population and has been derived from scaled data from the Hybrid III 50th
percentile dummy.

Figure 4.3 Hybrid III 5th percentile ATD model; ellipsoid model (left), facet model (right)
•

The configuration of the ellipsoid model of the Hybrid III 5th percentile dummy model
was almost identical to the configuration of the ellipsoid model of the Hybrid III 50th
percentile dummy model.

•

Only two extra ellipsoids, describing the 5th percentile female dummy breasts, were
added to the model.
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•

Hybrid III 95th Percentile Dummy
The Hybrid III 95th percentile male dummy represents the largest size in the adult

population. Like the 5th percentile female dummy, the biomechanical responses were derived
from scaling the Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy.
The configuration of the ellipsoid model of the Hybrid III 95th percentile dummy model
as shown in Figure 4.4, is equal to the configuration of the ellipsoid model of the Hybrid III 50th
percentile dummy model.

Figure 4.4 Ellipsoid Hybrid III 95th percentile dummy model.
•

US DOT-SID Side Impact Dummy
The US DOT-SID as shown in Figure 4.5 is a side-impact dummy that was originally

adapted from the Hybrid II 50th percentile male test dummy. This dummy is prescribed for
side-impact testing following US regulation FMVSS214.
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Figure 4.5 US DOT-SID ATD models: ellipsoid model (left) and facet model (right).

•

The neck is represented by a rigid body that is connected to the spine box and head
bodies by spherical joints: the lower neck joint and upper neck joint. The head is modeled
by a rigid body and two ellipsoids representing skull and face.

•

The spine box is represented by a rigid body and a fourth order hyper-ellipsoid.

•

The ribcage is subdivided into a sternum body and ten rib segment bodies (five on each
side). The ribcage segment bodies are connected by revolute joints having stiffness and
damping characteristics that represent ribcage bending behavior. The canvas hinge that
connects the ribcage to the spine box is modeled by using four pairs of point-restraints
and four Kelvin elements.
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•

The damper unit (shock absorber) is modeled by two bodies, damper and damper rod end,
connected by a translational joint with complex, nonlinear stiffness and damping
characteristics.

•

The left and right arm foam blocks are represented each by five arm segment bodies. The
three central arm segment bodies are connected to the lateral ribcage segment bodies by
translational joints. The jacket geometry is represented by ten arm ellipsoids and eight
ellipsoids attached to the spine box body.

•

The lumbar spine model is obtained by combining a free joint and a (protected) six-dof
joint restraint. A Kelvin element is included to model the spine cable.

•

The pelvis is modeled as a rigid body with ten ellipsoids attached. Both the left and right
side of the pelvis geometry are modeled with five ellipsoids.

•

Each leg consists of three bodies: femur, knee and tibia body. The legs are connected to
the pelvis by the hip joints, which are universal joints. Femur and knee bodies are
connected by revolute joints.

4.4

Description of Occupant Environment
–

Detail MADYMO model was used for validation of frontal, side, and rear condition sled
tests carried out in the crash laboratory and to carry out the parametric study.

–

The occupant environment was developed of a typical mass transit bus interior, as shown
in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Only passenger area is considered in accordance to the sled tests
carried out.

–

In order to accurately representation of a mass transit bus interior, a replicate sled
structure model was developed using FE parts as facets (35), ellipsoids (36) and planes
considering the influence of the interiors on dummy kinematics and injuries.
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50th percentile ATD
50th percentile ATD
5th percentile ATD

95th percentile ATD

Figure 4.6 MADYMO bus interior model – frontal sled test setup

US DOT SID ATD
95th percentile ATD
5th percentile ATD

50th percentile ATD

Figure 4.7 MADYMO bus interior model – side impact sled test setup
–

Each part in the sled multibody model was defined in different systems.

–

Separate systems were defined for dummies, seat back, seat pan, seat supports, floor,
wheel well, and modesty panel.
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4.4.1

Dummy Selection
As discussed in the earlier section, the MADYMO dummy database is provided with

validated dummy models to represent their counterparts used in full-scale or sled testing. These
dummy models as described earlier are available in ellipsoids, facets and FE models. Dummies
were selected according to their positions in the bus. The following validated dummy models
from the MADYMO database were selected to represent their counterparts used in sled testing:
•

One Hybrid III 95th percentile dummy

•

Two Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy

•

One Hybrid III 5th percentile dummy

•

One US DOT - SID dummy (Side Impact Test)
To achieve the exact kinematics of the occupants and to represent a realistic scenario,

most parts were modeled facets by importing a meshed model in MADYMO

4.4.2

Bus MADYMO Model Development

4.4.2.1 Modeling of Facet Model
For the study of biomechanical responses of the dummy and their exact interaction with
most of the bus interior components, meshed models of most of the parts such as the seat, seat
support, wheel well, etc., were imported in MADYMO. In MADYMO, the meshed model was
defined as a facet model. To create facets in MADYMO, the quad and triad elements were
separated in two different parts retaining their connectivity. This was done because MADYMO
defines two separate properties for quad and triad elements. A revolute joint was defined
between the seat pan and the seat back to acquire the same kinematics as in the sled test.
Figure 4.8 shows the bus MADYMO model development from completed meshed FE
bus model to MB bus model.
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Figure 4.8 MADYMO bus model generation

Figure 4.9 shows the facet model development of the seat and seat supports in the bus model
from computer-aided design (CAD) geometry to a MADYMO facet model.
CAD of most of the components was provided by the bus manufacturer. The CAD
geometry was created using CAD tool viz. CATIA and PROE. The model was then exported in
initial graphics exchange specification (IGES) format. IGES file format standard was developed
to address the issue of incompatibility with various CAD/CAM systems. This standard allows
efficient and accurate exchange of product definition data across all CAD/CAM systems. The
IGES form model was then transferred to an FEA preprocessor hypermesh and meshed to
convert into FE model. The meshed an FE model was then converted to Facet in MADYMO, as
shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Facet generations in MADYMO

4.4.2.2 Modeling of Modesty Panel, Floor and Side wall
The Floor and side wall were modeled in MADYMO using planes, as shown in Figure
4.10. The floor and the side wall were modeled in the respective specified system of MADYMO
and the properties were specified by giving the suitable force deflection characteristics obtained
from earlier studies and references to obtain a validated response of the setup.
Side Wall

Modesty Panel
Floor

Figure 4.10 Multibody generation in MADYMO
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The Modesty panel has been modeled in MADYMO using ellipsoids. The modesty panel
was modeled in the respective specified system of MADYMO, and the properties were specified
by giving the suitable force-deflection characteristics obtained from earlier studies and
references to obtain a validated response of the setup.

4.4.3

Simulation Setup
Dummy Positions and other components of the sled test setup were digitized by

extracting profiles of respective parts in the form of IGES points with the help of a FARO arm
CMM (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11 FARO arm CMM
The MADYMO simulation setup was replicated in according to the sled test setup for
frontal, side, and rear tests respectively, to obtain exact responses as in actual sled tests.

Figure 4.12 Dummy configuration
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Revolute joints and revolute-translational joints are used to obtain the exact kinematics of
the seats during the testing. Appropriate stiffness was applied to the revolute joint in element
JOINT.REVO, generated from FEM analysis of the sled. The Figure 4.13 shows the Seat system
divided into two systems to apply revolute joint between seat pan and seat back. Also, stiffness
properties that were applied to the joint in the RESTRAINT.JOINT card in MADYMO input
deck are shown in Figure 4.14.

Revolute

Figure 4.13 Joint definitions in MADYMO

Figure 4.14 Joints stiffness functions
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4.4.4

Property Selection
To define contacts between the dummy model and ellipsoid, a facets force deflection

characteristic was required. Contact characteristics are the most vital factor in MADYMO
simulation, especially in validation by analysis in order to achieve exact kinematics and
biomechanical response of the dummy. Contact properties, other than Force deflection
characteristics also depend on the friction coefficient and damping coefficient between the
contacts. Selection of appropriate contact parameters, such as stiffness, coefficient of friction,
hysteresis, and damping, is extremely important. Generation of this model force deflection data
was taken from actual component testing, finite element analysis or standard MADYMO model
libraries. However, different contact characteristics are used for ellipsoid parts and for facet part
by doing FEA with the use of finite element models of the components and FE dummy and also
data from the standard MADYMO model library.

•

CHARACTERISTIC.CONTACT card was used to assign the appropriate forcedeflection properties to the parts.

•

CONTACT.MB_MB card was used to define the contact between ellipsoid surfaces.

•

CONTACT.MB_FE card was used to define the contact between ellipsoid to facet
surfaces.

4.4.4.1 ATD – ATD Contacts
Contacts were made in the ATD model to simulate contact reactions between the
ellipsoids, as shown in Table 4.1. Body_to_Body_Contact functions are shown in Figure 4.15.
The type of contact type used to define the contact between ATD is User Midpoint.
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User Mid-Point: The user mid-point contact type has a contact point that is defined as the midpoint of penetrations in the ellipsoids. The characteristic function is defined specifically for the
contact.
TABLE 4.1
CONTACT DEFINITIONS BETWEEN ATD to ATD

Contact

HYB III 95th to
HYB III 50th
HYB III 50th to
HYB III 5th
HYB III 50th to
HYB III 50th

Contact Type

Function

Damping

Friction

Coefficient

Coefficient

User Mid-point Body_to_Body_contact

270

0.2

User Mid-point Body_to_Body_contact

270

0.2

User Mid-point Body_to_Body_contact

250

0.15

Figure 4.15 Body to body contact property definitions

4.4.4.2 ATD – Seat Contacts
The contact between the ATD and the seat back and seat pan was defined between the
dummy system and seat system. The contact characteristic was the defined characteristic of the
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seat structure and the contact point was on the ATD. The friction coefficient was 0.35 and the
damping coefficient was 300.0
ATD to Seat Contact characteristics are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16 Seat plane contact

4.4.4.3 ATD to Floor Contacts
The contact between the ATD and the floor was defined between the dummy system and
floor system, which is defined by planes and ellipsoids. The contact characteristic was the
defined characteristic of the floor, and the contact point was on the ATD. The contact type used
to define the contact between the ATD and the floor is user—master in which floor is the master
since it contains planes. ATD to Floor Contact characteristics are shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17 Floor plane contact

4.5

ATD Inertial Loads

4.5.1

Gravity
An acceleration pulse for gravity was created and loaded onto the dummy system to

replicate the kinematics of the dummy due to gravity. The acceleration due to gravity was
defined as 9.81 m/s2. The acceleration pulse can be seen in Figure 4.18

Figure 4.18 Gravity acceleration pulse
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4.5.2 Sled Acceleration Pulse
Acceleration pulses for the sled test and MADYMO simulation were obtained from the
finite element simulation of bus impacts. Acceleration pulses at different locations of the bus
were compared, and acceleration level in passenger compartment was measured from FE
simulation of bus frontal impact and was given to sled in the actual sled test. The sled pulse from
the testing was measured and used to simulate the crash pulse of the simulation.
The crash pulse for frontal high, frontal low, side and rear impact conditions that was
applied to respective MADYMO models is shown in the Figure.4.19 (a), (b), (c), and (d),
respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 4.19 Sled acceleration pulses
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CHAPTER 5
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF SLED STRUCTURE

5.1

Overview of Simulation
As a part of the validation by analysis of the series of sled tests for the passenger safety in

the mass transit bus, multibody (as discussed in the previous chapter) and finite element models
were generated. The FE model was generated using Hypermesh and LS DYNA codes. It
consisted of a complete sled test structure including LS DYNA dummies to evaluate kinematics
and biomechanical performances of the occupant for different crash scenarios.

5.2

Computational Tools
The FE model of the sled was developed with the help of various tools - preprocessor,

solver and post-processor.

5.2.1

Preprocessor
Preprocessors are used to generate finite element models and to create an input deck for

the solvers.
•

Hypermesh
Hypermesh is a high performance finite element pre- and postprocessor that enables

creating finite element models for engineering simulation and analysis quickly and efficiently.
Hypermesh allows users to efficiently mesh high-fidelity models. This functionality includes
user-defined quality criteria and controls, morphing technology to update existing meshes to new
design proposals, and automatic mid-surface generation for complex designs with varying wall
thicknesses. Hypermesh provides direct access to a variety of CAD data formats for generating
finite element models. It also provides robust tools to clean imported geometry containing
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surfaces with holes, gaps, overlaps, or misalignment, which prevent auto meshing and highquality mesh generation.

Figure 5.1 Typical screen shot of Hypermesh. [26]

The FE model was meshed through Hypermesh v 7.0 service pack 1, released and
marketed by Altair Engineering Inc.
•

OASYS PRIMER
The Oasys PRIMER preprocessor developed by OASYS (Ove Arup Systems) is designed

to make preparation and modification of LS-DYNA models including as fast and as simple as
possible, improving user productivity and efficiency, and reducing the time spent manipulating
and developing models suitable for LS-DYNA. Primer is designed specifically for preprocessing
with LS-DYNA. Therefore the user interface is clear, simple, and tailored towards LS-DYNA,
without any compromises. All of the common keywords can be created, modified, and
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graphically visualized to help users understand exactly what a model contains and how the
various entities are inter-related.
PRIMER’s dummy positioning facility detects stop angles and rotational degrees of
freedom. Therefore, dummy position in through PRIMER is efficient according to LS-DYNA.

Figure 5.2 Primer interface [27]
PRIMER has a mesh-independent spotweld creation option, which helps infixing,
reprojecting, and checking. PRIMER has quick-pick modification and editing of LS-DYNA
keywords.

5.2.2

Processor or FEA Solver
FEA Solvers are used to conduct analysis through the numerical finite element method.

The solver used id LS-DYNA 3D.
•

LS–DYNA 3D
LS-DYNA 3D is a registered trademark of the Livermore Software Technology

Corporation. LS-DYNA is a general-purpose, explicit, and implicit finite element program used
to analyze the nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional structures. Its fully automated
contact analysis capability and error-checking features have enabled users worldwide to solve
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successfully many complex problems. LS-DYNA has many solution procedures to simulate the
physical behavior of three-dimensional structures: nonlinear dynamics, thermal, failure, crack
propagation, contact, quasi-static, Eulerian, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE), fluid structure
interaction, real-time acoustics, multiphysics coupling, etc. The lower-order finite elements in
LS-DYNA are accurate, efficient, simple, and fast. For the under-integrated shell and solid
elements, zero-energy modes are controlled by either hourglass viscosity or stiffness.
Some prime application areas of LS-DYNA 3D are:
•

Crashworthiness simulations: automobiles, airplanes, trains, ships, etc

•

Occupant safety analyses: airbag/dummy interaction, seat belts, foam padding, etc

•

Bird Strike

•

Metal forming: rolling, extrusion, forging, casting, spinning, ironing, super plastic forming,
sheet metal stamping, profile rolling, deep drawing, hydro forming (including very large
deformations), and multi-stage processes

5.2.3
•

Post processor
Altair MotionView
Altair MotionView is a general purpose pre- and postprocessor and visualization tool for

mechanical system simulation including industry-leading capabilities for flex bodies.
MotionView preprocessing provides analysts with an intuitive interface for PC and Unix and an
efficient, neutral multi-body dynamics language that can export to several solvers including
MotionSolve, ADAMS, DADS, SIMPACK, ABAQUS, and NASTRAN. MotionView
postprocessing contains the power of HyperView, combining data plotting and high-performance
interactive 3D animation for models containing rigid as well as flexible components. Optimized
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for speed, MotionView postprocessing is capable of synchronized multigraphic animation and
plotting for CAE results.

5.3

ATD Database
The Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC) Hybrid III finite element ATD

models comprise a family of the 50th percentile male, 95th percentile large male, and the 5th
percentile small female in fully deformable and rigidized format. The 95th and 5th percentile
dummies are scaled versions of the 50th percentile dummy model. Figure 5.3 shows the ATD
used for the validation of the sled tests.

Figure 5.3 LSTC ATD database Hybrid III 95th, 50th, 5thpercentile FE ATD

The dummies have their internal contacts already defined. The Hybrid III 95th percentile
male dummy represents for the largest size in the adult population and is the scaled version of
the Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD. The Hybrid III 50th percentile male size and weight of the
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dummy represent an "average" of the U.S. adult male population. The Hybrid III 5th percentile
small female dummy represents the smallest size in the adult population and is the scaled version
of 50th percentile male ATD. The ATD finite element specifications are as shown in Table 5.1.
TABLE 5.1
FE ATD MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
50th percentile
Deformable
Rigidized
Deformable Elements
Rigid Elements
Nodes
Parts
Min. Time Step (s x1E-06)

5.4

3730
1948
8524
99
1.682

858
3009
6436
99
5.242

95th percentile
Deformable Rigidized
3730
1948
8524
99
1.711

858
3009
6451
99
6.03

5thpercentile
Deformable Rigidized
3730
1948
8524
99
1.504

858
3009
6451
99
4.796

Description of Occupant Environment
Detail FE model that can be used for validation of frontal, side, and rear conditions sled tests

carried out in crash laboratory. The sled model was developed in accordance with the actual sled
from generation of the CAD model to its analysis using finite element analysis. The Occupant
environment was the same as its actual counterpart to achieve exact responses of the FE
occupant with the interior parts. Three different configurations of the occupant seating
arrangements were used according to frontal, rear, and side tests.
Dummies were positioned as shown in the Figure 5.4. Four ATDs were selected from the
LSTC database
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Figure 5.4 FE sled set up
•

One Hybrid III 95th percentile Dummy

•

Two Hybrid III 50th percentile Dummy

•

One Hybrid III 5th percentile Dummy

5.4.1

Sled Finite Element Model Development

5.4.1.1 FE Model Generation Process
For the study of biomechanical responses of the dummies and their exact interaction with
most of the bus interior components, the sled interior components were meshed in detail through
Hypermesh 7.0 from CAD geometry using actual properties of the parts. Meshing of the parts is
varied from the denser mesh; where there was contact between the parts, to a courser mesh, for
the parts where there is no contact. The General procedure followed for development of the FE
model of the sled is explained in detail in following steps:
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•

Detailed CAD data of the sled model including the interior parts was created using
CATIA V5, replicating the same structure used for the same structure used for crash tests.

•

The model geometry including its parts is exported to IGES format using CATIA V5.

•

Next phase contains actual modeling of FE mesh. Altair Hypermesh 7.0 was used for the
model development which enables to create 2D and 3D mesh and all necessary
preprocessing operations to create an FE model.

Figure 5.5 Sled finite element model development

–

The sled IGES file was imported in Hypermesh. It consisted of almost 160 components.
For each component, an individual collector was created in Hypermesh so that the display
of individual parts could be toggled on and off. All components of the model are shell
meshed, which require the middle surface of all components. Since CAD data is available
in 3D solid, middle surfaces were extracted from every component using Hypermesh
(Figure 5.5).

–

Middle surface from each component of sled model was extracted and transferred to
respective collectors.
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–

Using the auto mesh option in Hypermesh, the middle surface of component is meshed.

–

Proper mesh quality criteria were used while creating the mesh, and the parts were
remeshed to meet quality criteria. Parts were connected to each other by spot welds.

–

To achieve the exact biomechanical responses of occupants in the bus, the parts of the
model were meshed in detail, considering the effect of each part on the injury values to
the occupants (Figure 5.6)

Figure 5.6 Detailed FE modeling of bus interior parts

–

The complete sled FE model was then set to fulfill the criterion for analysis through
LS-DYNA. The FE model generated had the following configuration shown in Table
5.3.The units used for model generation were as shown in Table 5.2
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TABLE 5.2
UNITS

Mass
Tones

Units

Time
Second

Length
Millimeter

Force
Newton

Density
Tones/mm3

TABLE 5.3
MODEL SIZE
Number of Nodes

198121

Number of Elements

192226

Number of Parts

158

Number of Mass Element

0

5.4.1.2 Element Formulation
For most parts of the shell element, formulation 2 was used.

Belytschko-Lin-Tsay Shell:
For all shell elements, Belytschko-Lin-Tsay element formulation is used.Developed by
Belytschko and Tsay in 1981, this shell element was implemented in LS-DYNA as an alternative
to the Hughes–Liu element formulation. As integration points through the thickness increases the
mathematical operations required are more for Hughes–Liu formulation as compared to the
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay element. For example, if there is five integration points though the
thickness of the shell element, Hughes-Liu requires 4066 mathematical operations whereas
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay requires only 725 mathematical operations. Thus, the Belytschko-Lin-Tsay
element formulation is more cost effective and efficient compared to the Hughes-Liu
formulation.
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5.4.1.3 Mesh Quality Criteria
To control the minimum time step for the whole model following quality criterion is
shown in Table 5.4. Parameters such as minimum length of the element and number of trias are
most significant. Minimum length of the element directly related to the characteristic length of
the element which affects the minimum time step. Also, the percent of trias should be less than 5
percent of the total elements in the component because trias behave stiffly during contact.
Table 5.4
MESH QUALITY CRITERIA

No Quality Parameter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Min Side Length
Max Side Length
Max Aspect Ratio
Min Quad Internal Angle
Max Quad Internal Angle
Min Tria Internal Angle
Max Tria Internal Angle
Max Warp Angle
Percent of Trias

Min./Max.
Value
5.1
30.9
2.9
45
134.6
23.8
108.7
14.8
0.4

Allowable
No. of
% of
Min./Max. Violations Violation
5.0
0
0.0
100
0
0.0
5.0
0
0
45.0
0
0
135.0
0
0
15.0
0
0
120.0
0
0
15.0
0
0
5.0
0
0

5.4.1.4 Material Model and Properties
Sled parts are made of different materials, which behave differently in crash scenarios.
Steel has different properties than aluminum or rubber; therefore in crash situations, thebehavior
of steel will be different than that of aluminum or rubber.
In LS-DYNA, approximately 100 material models can be defined. In sleds almost 14
materials are used, namely aluminum, steel, and wood. LS-DYNA provides the ability to define
material with properties such as yield strength, Poisson’s ratio, modulus of elasticity, density,
etc. In sleds, the cage structure is primarily steel, the supporting plates are made up of aluminum
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and the floor is wooden. This section discusses all the material models used in bus were
discussed.

Steel parts
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY material card was used for most of the frame
parts. This is material type 24. An elasto-plastic material with an arbitrary stress versus strain
curve and arbitrary strain dependency can be defined using this model. Material type 24 was
used for all frame and steel parts. This card is defined as follows, (For Steel Material)
Variable

MID

RO

E

PR

SIGY

ETAN

FAIL

Type

1002

7.89e-9

2.1e+5

0.3

270

0.01

0.0

Default

None

None

None

None

None

0

10e+20

Variable

C

P

LCSS

LCSR

VP

Type

80.0

4.5

1017

0

0

Default

0

0

0

0

0

TDEL

0

The Load curve of effective stress versus effective plastic strain is shown in Figure 5.7.
These curves show strain rates 0.00001mm/s, 0.1mm/s, and 1000mm/s.

Figure 5.7 Material strain rate curves
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Aluminum parts
*MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY
Variable

MID

RO

E

PR

SIGY

ETAN

FAIL

TDEL

Type

1081150

2.76e-9

69000

0.33

300

0.0

0.0

0.0

Default

None

None

None

None

None

0

10e+20

0

Variable

C

P

LCSS

LCSR

VP

Type

0.0

0.0

1017

0

0

Default

0

0

0

0

0

The Load curve of effective stress versus effective plastic strain is defined in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 Aluminum stress vs. strain load curve

5.4.1.5 Spotwelds
The *CONSTRAINED_SPOTWELD card was used to provide mass less spot welds
between noncontiguous nodal pairs. The spotweld is a rigid beam that connects the nodal points
of nodal pairs. Thus, nodal rotations and displacements are coupled. The spotwelds must be
connected to nodes having rotary inertias, e.g., beam or shell.
The Failure of spotwelds occurs when the addition of shear force and normal force at a
spotweld is greater than the effective plastic strain. This value can be specified in a constrained
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spotweld card and, if this value is reached, then spotwelds will fail. The failure of spotwelds is
governed as in equation 5.1

 fn

 Sn

n

  fs
 + 
  Ss

m


 ≥ 1


(5.1)

where, fn and fs are the normal and shear interface forces. This is the spotweld card used in
model.
*CONSTRAINED_SPOTWELD
Variable

WID

N1

N2

SN

SS

N

M

TF

Type

1007

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Default

0

A description of *CONSTRAINED _ SPOTWELD is shown in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5
SPOT WELD CARD DESCRIPTION
WID

Optional Weld ID

N1

Node ID

N2

Node ID

SN

Normal Force at Spot Weld Failure

SS

Shear Force at Spot Weld Failure

N

Exponent of Normal Spot Weld Force

M

Exponent of Shear Spot Weld Force

TF

Failure Time for Nodal Constraint Set

EP

Effective Plastic Strain at Failure
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5.5

Simulation Setup
•

Dummy Positions and other components of the sled test setup were digitized by
extracting profiles of respective parts in the form of IGES points with the help of the
FARO arm Coordinate Measuring Machine.

•

The LS-DYNA simulation setup was replicated in accordance to the sled test setup for
frontal, side and rear tests respectively, to obtain exact responses as in actual sled tests.

Figure 5.9 Sled simulation configuration frontal, rear and side crash test

5.6

Sled Inertial Loads

5.6.1

Gravity
The sled model was applied gravitational load through the *LOAD_BODY_Z card in LS-

DYNA. The acceleration due to gravity was defined as 9860 mm/s2. The gravity acceleration
can be seen in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 Gravity

5.6.2 Sled Acceleration Pulse
Acceleration pulses for sled test and simulation were obtained from finite element
simulation done for frontal, side and rear impact tests of the bus. Acceleration pulses at different
locations of the bus were compared and acceleration level in the passenger compartment was
measured from FE simulation of the bus frontal impact and was given to the sled in the actual
sled test. The sled pulse from the testing was measured and used to simulate the crash pulse of
the simulation.
The crash pulses for side, rear impacts, frontal high and frontal low conditions applied to
respective FE models are shown in the Figure 5.11 (a), (b), and Figure 5.12 (a), (b), respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 FE Simulation Pulse – side (a), rear (b)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 FE simulation pulse –front high (a), low (b)
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL MODELS

6.1 Introduction
Validation is a key step after the developing the numerical set up of testing. The process
checks the reliability of the geometric model, which is developed to meet certain requirements,
thus providing a better insight into the testing/modeling approach to analyze the components of
the test. By definition validation is the process of testifying that the process or event is compliant
with the standard or rules. The data recorded during the tests for all channels was plotted and
corrected as necessary to study the response of each signal and to provide a quantitative measure
of the repeatability or uncertainty of the data. The signals obtained from the simulation models
were compared with signals recorded with testing and their reliability was checked by statistical
analysis. A validated model was used to perform the parametric study on the testing setup. This
chapter discusses the comparison of simulation and test results validation methods utilized are
discussion in.

6.2 Validation Methods
To judge the validity of the model, simulation tests were compared with test results in three
categories:

Validation of Dummy Kinematics
The kinematics of the dummy for the tests and the simulations were visually compared to
confirm similarity in the dummy kinematics in both cases. The video of the sled test was used to
compare to the simulations.
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Validation of the Profiles
For the validation of profiles peak values were compared. Most of injury criteria are
based on peak values. The time window in which the peak is achieved is also important for
injury value. A square box is considered around the peak. If the simulation values lie inside the
square, the model is considered valid.

Injury Parameters
The injury parameters for the test dummy, obtained during the simulations, were
compared with those obtained from the simulation:
•

Head Injury Criteria

•

Neck Injury Criteria

•

Maximum chest deflections

•

Femur Forces

6.3 Validation of Dummy Kinematics
The response of the dummy kinematics to the specific crash condition is the vital factor
for consideration, since it provides the visualization of the motions and the biomechanical
responses of the dummy in case a particular crash condition is recreated. However, these
responses do not give the actual reaction parameters but give a fair idea of the dummy motion
and its interaction with the surrounding environment, which eventually influences the injury
values.
The first step in model validation was comparison of the kinematics of the dummy model
in simulations with the dummy in the crash test. The Figures 6.1 to 6.4 show comparison of the
dummy kinematics for frontal, side and rear crash sled tests with MADYMO and finite element
simulations using MB dummies and Finite element dummies in the respective cases.
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6.3.1 Rear Sled test
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 6.1 Validation of dummy kinematics – rear sled test
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6.3.2 Frontal Sled Test I
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 6.2 Validation of dummy kinematics – frontal sled test I
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6.3.3 Frontal Sled test II
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 6.3 Validation of dummy kinematics – frontal sled test II
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6.3.4 Side Sled Test
Sled Test

MADYMO Model

FE (DYNA) Model

Figure 6.4 Validation of dummy kinematics – side sled test
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The comparison of the model for rear sled testing is shown in Figure 6.1, which shows
that the kinematics for both models ( i.e., MADYMO and FE model) are similar to that of actual
tests. The evaluation of the video and the post-test measurement showed plastic deformation in
the front-facing seats. During the test, gradual deformation in the seats caused a large load on the
neck of the dummies, resulting in large neck extension. This figure shows that the same results
are reproduced in the simulations of both FE and MB models. The FE model created in detail
with the appropriate properties for the seat structure shows same plastic deformation as in the
actual case.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the comparison of the frontal sled tests I and II with respective
simulation models. The difference between the two tests as stated in earlier chapters is of the sled
acceleration pulse (pulse severity being less in the former with same seat configuration). Due to
the direction of the pulse the 95th percentile ATD seated on the front seat wais pushed forward.
Due to the jerk the 95th percentile ATD was impacted against the modesty panel, with
considerable femur loads recorded in both left and right femurs. Videos show that the modesty
panel is stiff by the way in which the ATD is pulled back during the rebound phase. Large forces
were exerted on the neck during the rebound phase in the Z direction and eventually added to the
neck extension values. The 5th and 50th percentile dummies show same kind of results of
considerable neck values due to interaction with the front facing seats. The simulation results are
replicated in the same manner. Use of a revolute joint in the seat structures in the MADYMO
model assisted in reproducing the results as observed. The necks of FE model dummies were
observed to be stiff. Nevertheless, the kinematics in the FE model was observed same, due to the
detail modeling creation of the sled structure.
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Figure 6.4 shows a comparison of the side-impact sled test with MB and LS-DYNA
simulation models. The test conducted for the side impact involved the driver side. As observed
in the videos of the tests the side facing 50th percentile ATD traveled in the direction of the frontfacing seat, i.e., towards the 95th percentile ATD. The knees of the 50th percentile ATD are
bumped into the front-facing seats, effecting considerable femur forces. Kinematics comparisons
with the MADYMO model show similarity in the results. However, leg positions of the 50th
percentile ATD simulations do not match those of the sled test. The FE model comparison shows
that the kinematics of the dummy does not match the actual sled tests. This was due to the stiff
structure of the FE dummies. In the 50th percentile FE dummy, the legs did not straighten to the
same extent as those in the sled test after hitting the seats. Also, the 95th percentile neck wass too
stiff in the FE dummy, and neck results did not match up with the sled test.

6.4 Injury Parameters
The main result from crash testing is the various injury responses, as explained in the
earlier chapters. These responses are used to predict the severity and type of injuries that the
occupant may suffer in various crash scenarios.
These injury criteria are also utilized as the basis for certification by government
agencies.
The injuries levels predicted in the crash tests and the simulations were used to validate
the simulations. The values predicted by the simulations must be within the tolerance range of
those predicted by the actual tests.
Some of the injury criterion, such as head injury was evaluated within specified time
windows, and the position of this window is also of importance in predicting the validity of the
simulations. Thus, time windows for such injury criterions were also utilized in establishing the
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validity of the model. A sample comparison for one of the tests and simulations for both FE (rear
sled test) and MB (frontal I sled test) is shown below.

6.4.1 Frontal Sled Test – I (MADYMO Model Comparison)
The Figure 6.5 shows a comparison of the plots of the injury parameters of the frontal sled test
for the bus traveling at 30 mph and mini van traveling at 30mph crash condition. The plots show
the injury values of the MB model are quite similar to the actual tests, except in some cases
where the values were uncontrollable due to the restrained free dummy configuration.

Figure 6.5 Validation of injury parameters (MADYMO) – frontal sled test I
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6.4.2 Rear Sled Test (FE Model Comparison)
The Figure 6.6 shows the plots of the injury parameters comparison of the Rear sled test
for the bus 0 mph and bus 20 mph crash condition. The plots show the injury values of the MB
model are quite similar to the actual tests except in some cases where the values were not plotted
for the dummy neck injury. As the FE (LS-DYNA) dummies are not validated due to the stiff
necks than the actual, the neck injury values were not validated. Due to this reason MADYMO
model was preferred for the parametric study instead of FE model.

Figure 6.6 Validation of injury parameters (FE) – rear sled test
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6.5 Validation/Error Metrics
In order to quantitatively measure uncertainty in the experimental data, a validation or
error metric method was used. These methods consist of computable measures that quantitatively
compare experimental and/or computational results over a series of parameters to objectively
assess computational accuracy and or experimental uncertainty over the traditional qualitative
graphical comparison.
The applications of the validation metrics in this study include the evaluation of model
quality, and quantification of the repeatability of test results. The method studied to provide
validation metrics was Sprague and Geers. The Sprague and Geers error metric method can be
biased towards one set of data.

6.5.1 Sprague and Geers Method
The Sprague and Geers method considers a magnitude error factor that is insensitive to
phase discrepancies, a phase error factor that is insensitive to magnitude discrepancies. The total
error factor or score is given by the following expressions [25]:
Score = M 2 + P 2

(6.1)

where,
M =magnitude error factor
P = phase error factor

M=

I gg
I ff

−1

P=


I fg
* ar cos
 I *I
π
gg
 ff
1






where
t

2
1
Iff =
* ∫ f 2 (t )dt
t 2 − t1 t1

t

2
1
Igg =
* ∫ g 2 (t )dt
t 2 − t1 t1
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t

2
1
Ifg =
* ∫ f (t ) * g (t )dt
t 2 − t1 t1

where,
t1<t<t2 is the time span or evaluation period
f (t) = benchmark history or reference data
g (t) = candidate solution or data to compare
The Sprague and Geers method was selected based on its intuitive score values, easy
implementation, and bias towards experimental data which is consistent with certification
procedures. Sample scores using the Sprague and Geers metrics, for one of the ATD responses
for each of the MADYMO test configurations performed are plotted in the following sections
(Figures 6.7 to 6.9). The plots for the correlation through Sprague and Geers method for all other
ATD responses are plotted in the appendix.

6.5.2 Frontal Sled Test – I
–

Side Facing 50th percentile ATD

Figure 6.7 (a) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test I
(continued)
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Figure 6.7 (b) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test I
(continued)
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Figure 6.7 (c) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test I
The Figures 6.7 (a), (b) and (c) show correlation of plots for test vs. simulation for the
side facing 50th percentile dummy in a frontal sled test I condition.

6.5.3 Frontal Sled Test – II
–

Hybrid 5th percentile ATD

Figure 6.8 (a) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test II
(continued)
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Figure 6.8 (b) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test II
(continued)
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Figure 6.8 (c) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – frontal sled test II

6.5.4 Rear Sled Test
–

Hybrid 95th percentile ATD

Figure 6.9 (a) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – rear sled test (continued)
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Figure 6.9 (b) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – rear sled test (continued)
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Figure 6.9 (c) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – rear sled test

6.5.5 Side Sled Test
–

Hybrid 50th percentile Side Facing ATD

Figure 6.10 (a) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – side sled test (continued)
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Figure 6.10 (b) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – side sled test (continued)
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Figure 6.10 (c) Validation of profiles (Sprague and Geers) – side sled test
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CHAPTER 7
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF BUS INTERIOR COMPONENTS

7.1 Introduction
The developed and validated MADYMO model was defined for further parametric
studies. The parametric study was conducted to analyze the influence of the current vehicle
parameters (such as seat spacing, seatback height, seat headrests design, etc.) on the passenger
kinematics and biomechanical performance.
This chapter discusses the design of experiments (DOE) and Optimization techniques in
the validated MADYMO model of the bus interior passenger compartment for frontal, rear, and
side crash conditions.

7.2 Design of Experiments
Design of Experiments, also known as statistical experimental design is the methodology
of planning and conducting experiments, in order to extract the maximum amount of information
in the fewest possible number of runs or trials, to gain a predictive knowledge of the system
under study. DOE refers to the process of planning an experiment based on sound statistical
practices.
By using DOE, the following can occur:
•

Appropriate data can be collected and analyzed using statistical methods so as to obtain
objective conclusions from the data.

•

The analysis can often be done manually using graphs and simple calculations. Statistical
softwares that are available commercially can also be used to analyze the data.
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•

The number of runs for the experiments can be minimized thereby minimizing the cost of
the experiments.

DOE is an essential part of the modeling process. The most important aspect of statistical
experimental designs is that they provide a strict mathematical framework for changing all
pertaining factors, simultaneously and achieving optimal results with minimum runs. DOE
provides information of factors that influence the responses. DOE covers the best settings of the
factors to achieve optimal conditions and predict values of responses for given settings of factors
in a model. It allows the designer to study individual and interactive effects of many factors in
parallel and is extensively used for improving the performance of processes and design, or for
developing a new process or a product. DOE is intensively used in industrial research, in both
development and production. This technique is robust for testing methods and products,
screening and identifying vital factors, and optimizing processes. It is highly efficient due to
reduced test time and allows many input factors to be studied at one time. There are various DOE
designs, such as

Factorial Design, where one or more trials are carried out with each

combination of levels for the input factors. The major terms involved in DOE are explained
below.
•

Factor: A factor of an experiment is a controlled independent variable; a variable whose
levels are set by the experimenter.(can be qualitative or quantitative).

•

Levels of a factor: Discrete values that an experimental factor can take on.

•

Main effects: Main Effect is the linear effect produced by averaging the changes in the
response over all possible combination of levels of the other factors.

•

Response: Response is the output of a process. Sometimes called dependent variable(s).
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•

Goodness of fit: A statistical test in which the validity of one hypothesis is tested without
specification of an alternative hypothesis is called a goodness-of-fit test. The general
procedure consists in defining a test statistic, which is some function of the data
measuring the distance between the hypothesis and the data (in fact, the badness-of-fit),
and then calculating the probability of obtaining data which have a still larger value of
this test statistic than the value observed, assuming the hypothesis is true. This
probability is called the size of the test or confidence level.

•

Small probabilities (say, less than one percent) indicate a poor fit.

•

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is a mathematical
process that helps in studying the variation associated with a process and determines the
important sources of that variation. A process is said to be stable when there is constant
mean and a constant variance over time.

7.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the model
Problem definition: Evaluating the responses from the sled testing and validated MADYMO
model, the injury parameters of the dummies showed some prominent values in some cases.
Studying the same responses of the ATD biomechanical performance and the kinematics, certain
parameters were identified to analyze for their influence on the injury values of the dummies.

Objective: The final objective of this study is to design an optimized model for bus interior
using different identified parameters so as to mitigate the injury levels on the occupants during
frontal, rear and side crash conditions.

Development of experimental setup: In order to study the influence of the defined factors on
the responses in all the three specified conditions, a Generic base model was developed in
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MADYMO which could run all the cases including frontal, side and rear with all factors in
consideration .This model was called the Base Model.

Figure 7.1 Base model

Factors:
The following parameters or factors were defined considering all three crash scenarios:
•

Front Facing Seat Pitch (Continuous: Pitch:32” - 34”)

•

Front Seat – Modesty Panel Distance (Continuous: Pitch:14” - 16”)

•

Types of Headrests (Discrete : Type 1,2,3)

•

Seat joint Stiffness for all seats (Discrete: Normal, Soft, Stiff)

•

Modesty panel Designs (in frontal condition) (Discrete: Type 1,2,3)

•

Modesty Panel Stiffness characteristics (in frontal condition) (Discrete: Normal, Soft,
Stiff)

•

Seat hand rest Design (in side impact condition) (Discrete: Type 1, 2, 3).
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Headrests
Seat Joint
Characteristic

Modesty panel

Seat Pitch

Modesty panel – Contact
characteristics

Modesty panel - Seat

Figure 7.2 Factors for DOE

1]. Types of headrest designs: The types of headrest designs developed to reduce the
influence on the neck injuries f the occupants are as follows. The basic aim behind design
of the headrests was to increase the height of the seat.

Headrest 1

Headrest 2

Figure 7.3 Headrest designs
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Headrest 3

2]. Types of modesty panel designs: The types of Modesty panel designs were also
developed to reduce the influence on the neck injuries of the occupants. The basic aim
behind design was same as of the headrests to increase the height of the modesty panel
support.

Modesty panel 1

Modesty panel 2

Modesty panel 3

Figure 7.4 Modesty panel designs
3]. Types of side hand rest designs: The types of side hand rest designs were developed
to reduce the influence on the neck injuries as well Femur Force of the side facing
seating occupants in case of side impact crash condition. The basic aim behind design
was to soften the hard contact of the femurs to the seats of side facing occupants.
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Handrest 1

Handrest 2

Handrest 3

Figure 7.5 Handrest designs
3]. Seat pitch and modesty panel pitch: Seat Pitch was varied to see effect of the seat
distance on the occupant injuries in case of frontal as well as rear impact conditions.
Same was considered for the modesty panel distances.

Seat Pitch 1 – 30”

Modesty Panel Pitch 1 – 12”
Modesty Panel Pitch 2 – 14”

Seat Pitch 2 – 32”
Seat Pitch 3 – 34”

Modesty Panel Pitch 3 – 16”

Figure 7.6 Seat Pitch and modesty panel pitch
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Choice of response: Following Table shows the choices of response for each
sensitivity analysis for frontal, rear and side. These responses were selected according
to FMVSS 208 injury criterion.
TABLE 7.1
CHOICES OF RESPONCES FOR DOE
Name

Unit

HIC15
Chest3MS
NIJ_NTE
NIJ_NTF
NIJ_NCE
NIJ_NCF
Femur Force_R
Femur Force_L
Chest -Displacement
Uneck – Fx -positive
Uneck_Fx_negative
Uneck_Fz_positive
Uneck_Fz_negative
Uneck_My_positive
Uneck_My_negative

m/s^2
N
m
N
N
N
N
Nm
Nm

7.4 Frontal Impact Condition DOE
The base model considered for the frontal DOE is with the frontal sled test I pulse, i.e.,
bus 30 mph with mini van 30mph frontal impact. Table 7.2 summarizes the factors chosen and
their levels for frontal impact DOE.
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TABLE 7.2
FACTORS AND LEVELS FOR FRONTAL DOE
Name
Modesty panel-Pitch^
Seat - Pitch^
Divider panels
Headrest_front1
Modesty panel - chara*
Frontseat2_joint_chara*
Backseat2_joint_chara*
Frontseat1_joint_chara*
Backseat1_joint_chara*
Side seat joint - chara*

Abbreviation

Levels

Factor Type

MPD
0.535,0.585,0.635
Continuous Multi level
B1
-1.085,-1.035,-0.985 Continuous Multi level
DP
1,2,3
Discrete
HD1
1,2,3
Discrete
MP - chara
1,2,3
Discrete
F2_jt
1,2,3
Discrete
B2_jt
1,2,3
Discrete
F1_jt
1,2,3
Discrete
B1_jt
1,2,3
Discrete
SS_jt
1,2,3
Discrete
^ Modesty - Panel- Pitch : X - Coordinate of system (m)
^ Seat- Pitch : X - Coordinate of system (m)
* Joint Chara : 1: Normal , 2: Soft , 3: Stiff

In this case ten factors are selected as shown above, each having three levels. The first
two factors, i.e., Modesty panel pitch and seat pitch being continuous multi level type, i.e., a non
discrete factor and other eight have discrete factor type. The levels of the MPD and B1 are given
by their X- coordinate. The modesty panel is moved in positive X direction by 2” and the back
seat is moved back, i.e., negative X – direction by 2”.Various other factors viz. the dummy
positions, other back seats etc were linked to the respective factors according to their original
orientation.
The design selected for this study is D-optimal general which gives 40 runs. The full
factorial design was not selected considering the complexity of the model and the number of
factors. The Table explaining the runs created by the D-optimal general design for frontal impact
which optimizes the number of runs depending on the main effects of the various factors is
attached in appendix.
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7.4.1 Results of Sensitivity Analysis of Frontal Impact Configuration
The first step in post processing of DOE is Evaluation of the experiments performed.
Evaluation is a process that determines if all factors yielding maximum response are in proximity
with the predicted values. The observed model and the predicted model are compared and
checked for closeness. Following are the methods of model adequacy (process of evaluation):
•

Goodness of fit plot

•

ANOVA

•

Residuals

Due to the complexity of the model and number of factors, the results of frontal impact
configuration are divided for each dummy individually. Following Figure 7.7 shows the
Goodness of Fit plot for Frontal Impact Configuration for 95th percentile ATD.

Figure 7.7 Goodness of fit (95thpercentile ATD)
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The above plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 95th percentile ATD.
R – Square is the square of the correlation between the response values and the predicted
response values. It is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square. value of 1,
indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Neck Extension

Femur Forces

Figure 7.8 Injury plots (95th percentile ATD)
The Figure 7.8 shows the injury plots for the 95th percentile dummy. It shows considerable neck
extension due to sudden jerk toward back during initial stages of frontal impact. These injury
values with the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
The Main Effects Summary Plot provides the information on how the response value
varies with the factor values. It interprets up to what extent (magnitude) a particular factor is
affecting the response. The factor could be aiding the response or negatively affecting the
response. This plot helps identify factors that are crucial and those that are negligible. The Figure
7.9 shows that the divider panel designs affect the Neck extension negatively, i.e., changing the
factor from 1 to 2 decreases the response value.
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Figure 7.9 Main effects (95thpercentile ATD)
Also in case of femur forces, the modesty panel seat distance affects the injury value
negatively. That means increasing the modesty panel distance decreases the injury values.
The model is further submitted for optimization of the design of the model with different
combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension value. The femur forces are also considered
to evaluate the influence of the modesty panel design and pitch on the 95th percentile injuries.

Neck Extension

Femur Forces

Figure 7.10 Injury plots Optimized (95thpercentile ATD)
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Figure 7.10 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model. The optimized
model has configuration as in Table 7.3
TABLE 7.3
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 95th percentile ATD
Factor
Modesty panel
Backseat_IFE
Divider panels
Headrest_front1
Modesty_panel_chara
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
0.535
-1.085
1
3
1
1
2
3
2
2

50th percentile ATD
Figure 7.11 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Frontal Impact Configuration for 50th
percentile ATD.

Figure 7.11 Goodness of fit (50th percentile ATD)
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The plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 50th percentile ATD.
In this case also, it is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square. value of 1,
indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Neck tension

Neck Extension

Figure 7.12 Injury plots (50thpercentile ATD)
Figure 7.12 shows the injury plots for the 50th percentile dummy. It shows considerable
neck extension as well as neck tension due to sudden jerk toward back during initial stages of
frontal impact. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
Figure 7.13 interprets the main effect plot for injury. The figure shows that the head rest
design affects the Neck tension negatively, i.e., changing the factor from 1 to 2 decreases the
response value. And in case of neck extension the headrest designs affect positively that’s
changing headrest design changing from 1 to 2 increases the neck extension injury value.
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Figure 7.13 Main effects (50th percentile ATD)
The model is further submitted for optimization of the design of the model with different
combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension value.

Neck tension

Neck Extension

Figure 7.14 Injury plots optimized (50th percentile ATD)
Figure 7.14 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model. The optimized
model has configuration as shown in Table 7.4.
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TABLE 7.4
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 50th percentile ATD
Factor
Modesty panel
Backseat_IFE
Divider panels
Headrest_front1
Modesty_panel_chara
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
0.6835
-1.085
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

5th percentile ATD
Figure 7.15 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Frontal Impact Configuration for 5th
percentile ATD.

Figure 7.15 Goodness of fit (5th percentile ATD)
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The plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 5th percentile ATD.
In this case, it is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square except some of the
responses like HIC 15, NTE, NCF, Neck shear and Neck Flexion lying below 0.8, i.e., 80 percent
value of 1, indicating the model is not adequate for analyzing these responses In this case these
results were not considered for further analysis.

Neck Extension

Figure 7.16 Injury plots (5th percentile ATD)

Figure 7.16 above shows the injury plots for the 5th percentile dummy. In this case also it
shows considerable neck extension due to sudden jerk toward back during initial stages of frontal
impact. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
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The following Figure 7.17 is the main effect plot for injury.

Figure 7.17 Main effects (5th percentile ATD)
The Figure shows that the head rest design and the front seat joint stiffness characteristics affect
the Neck tension negatively, i.e., changing the factor from 1 to 2 decreases the response value.
The model is further submitted for optimization of the design of the model with different
combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension value.

Neck Extension

Figure 7.18 Injury plots optimized (5th percentile ATD)
The Figure 7.18 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model. The effect in
neck extension values in the optimized model is less. This is because; the variation given to the
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factors is less. Therefore in case of 5th percentile frontal impact optimization in the base model
has least effect on the injury values. The optimized model has configuration as in Table 7.5.
TABLE 7.5
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 5th percentile ATD
Factor
Modesty panel
Backseat_IFE
Divider panels
Headrest_front1
Modesty_panel_chara
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
0.6835
-1.085
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
3

50th percentile_SF ATD
Figure 7.19 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Frontal Impact Configuration for 50th
percentile _SF ATD.

Figure 7.19 Goodness of fit (50th _SF ATD)
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The above plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 50th _SF ATD. In this
case also, it is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square. Value of 1 except for the
values like NIJ_NCE and Neck compression, indicating the better fit and the model is adequate
for analyzing the further results except for the two neck results.

Chest 3ms

Figure 7.20 Injury plots (50th_SF ATD)

The Figure 7.20 shows the injury plots for the 50th _SF dummy. In this case it shows
considerable chest acceleration due to lateral movement during frontal crash during initial stages
of frontal impact. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base
model. The other injury values not getting severe and are well bellow the threshold criterion.
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Figure 7.21 Main effects (50th _SF ATD)
The Figure 7.21 shows that no other factor other than the side seat joint stiffness
characteristics affects Chest acceleration. The seat joint characteristics are affecting the response
positively.
After optimization of the base model it was found that the injury values with the present
base model gives the least values of chest acceleration.
7.5 Rear Impact Condition DOE
The Base model considered for the Rear DOE is with the rear sled test pulse, i.e., bus 0
mph with Bus 0mph Rear impact. Table 7.6 summarizes the factors chosen and their levels for
frontal impact DOE.
TABLE 7.6
FACTORS AND LEVELS FOR REAR DOE
Name
Seat - Pitch^
Headrest design
Frontseat2_joint_chara*
Backseat2_joint_chara*
Frontseat1_joint_chara*
Backseat1_joint_chara*
Side seat joint - chara*

Abbreviation
B1
HD1
F2_jt
B2_jt
F1_jt
B1_jt
SS_jt

Levels

Factor Type

-1.085,-1.035,-0.985 Continuous Multi level
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
^ Seat- Pitch : X - Coordinate of system (m)
* Joint Chara : 1: Normal , 2: Soft , 3: Stiff
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In this case seven factors were selected as shown above, each having three levels. The
first factors, i.e., seat pitch being continuous multi level type, i.e., a non discrete factor and other
six have discrete factor type. The level of B1 is given by its X- coordinate. The back seat is
moved back, i.e., negative X – direction by 2”.Various other factors viz. the dummy positions;
other back seats etc were linked to the respective factors according to their original orientation.
The design selected for this study is D-optimal general which gives 30 runs. The full
factorial design was not selected considering the complexity of the model and the number of
factors. The Table explaining the runs created by the D-optimal general design for rear impact
which optimizes the number of runs depending on the main effects of the various factors is
attached in appendix.
7.5.1 Results of Sensitivity Analysis of Rear Impact Configuration
The results of rear impact configuration are divided for each dummy individually also a
combines DOE of all the dummies in total was also studied to get the optimization of model
considering dummy interaction. Figure 7.22 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for rear-impact
configuration for 95thpercentile ATD.

Figure 7.22 Goodness of fit (95th percentile ATD)
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The plot (Figure 7.22) shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 95th
percentile ATD. It is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square. value of 1,
indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Neck Extension
NIJ_NTE

Figure 7.23 Injury plots (95th percentile ATD)
The Figure 7.23 shows the injury plots for the 95th percentile dummy. It shows
considerable neck extension due to sudden jerk toward back and the gradual back movement
during the rear impact eventually also increasing the NIJ NTE values. These injury values with
the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
The following Figure 7.24 is the main effect plot for injury which shows that the headrest
designs affect the Neck extension negatively, i.e., changing the factor from 1 to 2 decreases the
response value. Also in case of NIJ NTE, the Headrest design affects the injury value negatively.
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Figure 7.24 Main effects (95th percentile ATD)
The model is further submitted for optimization of the design of the model with different
combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension and NTE value.

Neck Extension
NIJ_NTE

Figure 7.25 Injury plots optimized (95th percentile ATD)
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Figure 7.25 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model. The optimized
model has following configuration as shown in Table 7.7
TABLE 7.7
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 95th percentile ATD
Factor
Backseat_IFE
Headrest design
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
-0.98504567
3
2
2
3
1
1

50th percentile ATD
Figure 7.26 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Rear Impact Configuration for 50th
percentile ATD.

Figure 7.26 Goodness of fit (50th percentile ATD)
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The plot (Figure 7.26) shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 50th
percentile ATD. In this case also, it is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square.
value of 1, indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Neck Extension
NIJ_NTE

Figure 7.27 Injury plots (50th percentile ATD)

The Figure 7.27 shows the injury plots for the 50th percentile dummy. It shows
considerable neck extension as well as NIJ_NTE as in case of the 95th percentile due to sudden
jerk toward back during rear impact condition and continuous rear movement increasing the
NTE value. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
The Figure 7.28 shows the same conditions as that of the 95th. The headrest design affects
the Neck extension negatively, i.e., changing the factor from 1 to 2 decreases the response value.
Also in case of NIJ NTE, the Headrest design affects the injury value negatively.
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Figure 7.28 Main effects (50th percentile ATD)
The model is further submitted for optimization of the design of the model with different
combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension and NTE values.

Neck Extension
NIJ_NTE

Figure 7.29 Injury plots optimized (50thpercentile ATD)

The Figure 7.29 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model. The optimized
model has configuration as shown in Table 7.8.
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TABLE 7.8
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 50th percentile ATD
Factor
Backseat_IFE
Headrest_front1
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
-1.085
3
3
2
1
2
1

5th percentile ATD
Figure 7.30 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Rear Impact Configuration for 5th
percentile ATD.

Figure 7.30 Goodness of fit (5thpercentile ATD)
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The above plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 5th percentile
ATD. In this case also, it is observed that major responses are closer to R – Square. value of 1,
indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further results.

Neck tension
NIJ_NTE

Neck Extension
NIJ_NTF

Figure 7.31 Injury plots (5thpercentile ATD)

The Figure 7.31 shows the injury plots for the 5th percentile dummy. It shows
considerable neck extension as well as NIJ_NTE as in case of the all the front facing dummies as
95th percentile and 50th percentile due to sudden jerk toward back during rear impact condition
and continuous rear movement increasing the NTE value. Moreover 5th percentile also
experiences neck tension and high NIJ NTF values due to sudden backward – forward neck
movement. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base model.
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Figure 7.32 Main effects (5th percentile ATD) (A)

Figure 7.32 (B) Main effects (5th percentile ATD)

The Figure 7.32 (a) and (b) show the same conditions as stated earlier as that of the 50th.
The headrest design affects the Neck extension and neck tension negatively, i.e., changing the
factor from 1 to 2 decreases the response value. Also in case of NIJ NTE and NTF the Headrest
design affects the injury value negatively. The model is further submitted for optimization of the
design of the model with different combinations of factors to reduce the neck extension value.
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Neck tension

NIJ_NTF

Neck Extension

NIJ_NTE

Figure 7.33 Injury plots optimized (5th percentile ATD)
The Figure 7.33 shows the normalized injury values for optimized model.

The optimized model has following Configuration (Table 7.9).
TABLE 7.9
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 5th percentile ATD
Factor
Backseat_IFE
Headrest_front1
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
-1.085
3
1
1
1
2
3

50th percentile _SF ATD
Figure 7.34 shows the Goodness of Fit plot for Rear Impact Configuration for 50th
percentile _SF ATD.
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Figure 7.34 Goodness of fit (50th _SF ATD)
The plot (Figure 7.34) shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 50th _SF
percentile ATD. In this case also, as it was in case of frontal impact condition it is observed that
major responses are closer to R – Squarer. value of 1 except for the values like NIJ_NCE and
Neck compression, indicating the better fit and the model is adequate for analyzing the further
results except for the two neck results.

Chest 3MS

Figure 7.35 Injury plots (50th_SF ATD)
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The Figure 7.35 shows the injury plots for the 50th percentile _SF dummy. In this case it
shows considerable chest acceleration due to lateral movement during Rear crash during initial
stages of Rear impact. These injury values with the initial configuration are same as in the base
model. The other injury values not getting severe and are well bellow the threshold criterion.

Figure 7.36 Main effects (50th _SF ATD)

Figure 7.36 show that no other factor other than the side seat joint stiffness characteristics
affects chest acceleration. The seat joint characteristics are affecting the response positively.
After optimization of the base model it was found that the injury values with the present
base model gives the least values of chest acceleration.
7.5.2 Optimized design for rear impact condition
The model was further submitted for optimization considering all the influencing factors
of all the dummies comprehensively. Table 7.10 shows the optimized configuration of the rear
impact model considering all the factors influencing all the occupants in total and their
interaction with each other.
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TABLE 7.10
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – REAR IMPACT CONDITION
Factor
Backseat_IFE
Headrest_front1
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara

Optimal
-0.985
3
3
1
1
2
3

7.6 Side Impact Condition DOE
The Base model considered for the frontal DOE is with the rear sled test pulse, i.e., bus 0
mph with Bus 0mph rear-impact. Table 7.11 summarizes the factors chosen and their levels for
frontal impact DOE.
TABLE 7.11
FACTORS AND LEVELS FOR SIDE DOE
Name
Headrest Designs
Side seat joint - chara*
Hand rests

Abbreviation
HD1
SS_jt
Hrests

Levels

Factor Type

1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
1,2,3
Discrete
* Joint Chara : 1: Normal , 2: Soft , 3: Stiff

In this case three factors were selected as shown above, each having three levels. All the
factors are discrete factor type.
The design selected for this study is D-optimal general which gives 16 runs. The Table
explaining the runs created by the D-optimal general design for side impact is attached in
appendix.
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7.6.1 Results of Sensitivity Analysis of Side Impact Configuration
The results of Side Impact configuration are divided for each dummy individually. The
emphasis of the sensitivity analysis of the side impact conditions was kept on the factors
influencing the injury of the side facing occupants as they bump into the front facing seats during
a side impact condition. Therefore, the factors in the side impact scenario were reduced to three,
adding a factor hand rest on the front facing seat. The optimization design for the front facing
occupants was kept the same as in the rear impact condition. Figure 7.37 shows the Goodness of
Fit plot for side-impact Configuration for 50th_SF ATD.

Figure 7.37 Goodness of fit (50th _SF ATD)
The above plot shows R – square test for Goodness of fit for responses for 50th _ SF
percentile ATD. In this case, it was observed that major responses are closer to R – Sqr. value of
1 except for the values like Chest 3MS and Neck compression, indicating the better fit and the
model is adequate for analyzing the further results except for the two noticed results.
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Neck Extension

Figure 7.38 Injury plots (50th_SF ATD)
The Figure 7.38 shows the injury plots for the 50th _SF dummy. It shows considerable
neck extension value as compared to the other injury parameters in a side impact scenario.
Evaluating the kinematics, these values were due to the interaction with the 95th occupant. To
reduce the neck injuries, the model was submitted to optimization.

Figure 7.39 Main effects (50th _SF ATD)
The Figure 7.39 shows that the hand rests designs are affecting the neck extension values
in a positive manner, i.e., changing the hand rests design affects the neck injuries; moreover, the
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side seat joint stiffness characteristics affect the neck injuries in a negative manner. So, the
changes in joint characteristics from 1 to 2 decrease the neck injuries. The seat joint
characteristics are affecting the response positively. The detail main effects of both the responses
are attached in the appendix. The optimized model has configuration shown in Table 7.12:
TABLE 7.12
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION – 50th _SF Side
Factor
Headrest Designs
Side seat joint - chara
Hand rests

Optimal
2
3
1

7.7 Summary of the Sensitivity Analysis
Evaluating the results from all three DOEs conducted on the frontal, rear and side impact
conditions some inferences were brought out.
It is observed that in frontal impact conditions comparatively major injuries occurred are
the neck injuries to the front facing dummies. These injuries though are below the threshold
FMVSS 208 criterion. In case of the 95th percentile ATD, according to the optimization results,
change in the modesty panel designs are increasing the neck injuries of the 95th percentile.
Moreover the modesty panel - seat pitch is influencing the injury parameters of the 95th.This
implies same for other front facing occupants.
In case of the rear impact conditions the occupants’ experience the same type neck
injuries in major cases, i.e., neck extension and NIJ NTE. These were due to sudden jerk
experienced in the initial stages of the impact. Therefore, while deciding the final optimal design
for comprehensive frontal, rear and side crash conditions, the optimal design created for Rear
impact condition is considered as Final design. The side facing occupants as discussed earlier
have no effect in case of frontal and rear conditions, so, the factors considered for the side impact
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conditions (Table 7.11) are added in the optimized design. The Modesty panel design, Modesty
panel stiffness characteristics and the Modesty panel – seat pitch factors are considered from the
optimized design for 95th percentile frontal DOE (Table 7.3).
Summing up all the factors influencing the occupant injury parameters in frontal, rear and
side crash scenarios, the final optimized design for bus interiors is shown in following Table 7.13
and Figure 7.40
TABLE 7.13
OPTIMIZED MODEL CONFIGURATION –TOTAL BUS INTERIOR
Factor
Modesty panel
Backseat_IFE
Divider panels
Headrest_front1
Modesty_panel_chara
Frontseat2_joint_chara
Backseat2_joint_chara
Frontseat1_joint_chara
Backseat1_joint_chara
Sideseat_joint_chara
Hand rests

Optimal
0.535
-1.085
1
3
1
3
1
1
2
3
1

Seat pitch 30”
Modesty panel Seat pitch 12”

Figure 7.40 Optimized bus interior design
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 Conclusions
The objective of the presented work was to evaluate the passenger safety in mass transit
bus and propose bus interior design guidelines to decrease the injuries of the occupants during a
crash event. To achieve these objectives, a sled testing approach along with computational
modeling was employed to analyze the occupant biomechanical performance and bus interior
components. This dual testing/modeling approach provided better insight than either alone.
A series of full-scale sled testing were conducted for frontal, rear, and side crash
scenarios. These critical cases were selected from finite element analysis. Occupant injury levels
were successfully evaluated through sled tests for all three cases. The injury values were below
the threshold FMVSS 208 criteria.
In case of frontal test, comparatively high values of femur loads (3000 N) were recorded
in the case of 95th percentile ATD due to the impact with the modesty panel. Considerable neck
injury values occurred in the case of 5th percentile and 50th percentile ATDs due to the impact
with the front-facing seats, nevertheless the values were below the normalized limits.
In case of rear impact test, large seat deformations in front-facing seats were observed.
Large neck loads on the occupants resulted in comparatively large neck extensions (1500 N –
2000 N).
In case of side impact test, considerable femur forces were recorded in the side facing
50th percentile ATD due to the impact with the front-facing seats.
Numerical models (FE/MB) of the sled setup were developed in order to perform indepth analysis on interior components and occupant biomechanics in respective conditions.
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Results of the MADYMO model were validated against test results for all three cases in
terms of occupant kinematics, acceleration and force profiles, and occupant injuries. The
validated MB model thus was used for further parametric studies.
Critical injury levels were identified from the validated numerical model in each crash
conditions. Sensitivity analysis was carried out on the validated MADYMO model to evaluate
the influence of bus interior components on occupant injuries in frontal, rear, and side crash
conditions. Depending on their influence on the occupant injuries, new designs for interior
components were developed. for ,e.g., high seat back designs to avoid the effect of neck
extension – flexion in case of rear impact condition, stiff seat anchorage to strengthen the seat
structure, softer modesty panel contacts to reduce the effect the femur loads on front facing
ATDs, etc.
8.2 Recommendations
These tests were carried out for critical real-life scenarios, and were validated and
analyzed through numerical model. Due to time constraint and complexity of the model, the
parametric study was carried out in terms of sensitivity analysis and was not for different impact
conditions.
The validated model can be used to assess the injury values of the occupants for severe
impact conditions. Also, the model can be used to evaluate the occupant injuries in different
types of crash scenarios, such as varying speed and different overlap conditions. The validated
model can be used to assess the biomechanical responses for different types of occupants, such
as standing, child, wheelchair etc.
The model can be further utilized for study different types of restraint systems and
improvement in mass transit buses.
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Appendix A
Comparison of Profiles (Sprague and Geers) for Frontal Sled Test I
–

Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD

Figure A.1 Hybrid III 95th percentile accelerations
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Figure A.2 Hybrid III 95th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure A.3 Hybrid III 95th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 5th percentile ATD

Figure A.4 Hybrid III 5th percentile accelerations
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Figure A.5 Hybrid III 5th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure A.6 Hybrid III 5th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD

Figure A.7 Hybrid III 50th percentile accelerations
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Figure A.8 Hybrid III 50th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure A.9 Hybrid III 50th percentile femur forces
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Appendix B
Comparison of Profiles (Sprague and Geers) for Frontal sled test II
–

Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD

Figure B.1 Hybrid III 95th percentile accelerations
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Figure B.2 Hybrid III 95th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure B.3 Hybrid III 95th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD

Figure B.4 Hybrid III 50th percentile accelerations
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Figure B.5 Hybrid III 50th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure B.6 Hybrid III 50th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 50th _SF ATD

Figure B.7 Hybrid III 50th_SF accelerations
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Figure B.8 Hybrid III 50th_SF upper neck forces and moments

Figure B.9 Hybrid III 50th_SF femur forces
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Appendix C
Comparison of Profiles (Sprague and Geers) for Rear sled test
–

Hybrid III 5th percentile ATD

Figure C.1 Hybrid III 5th percentile accelerations
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Figure C.2 Hybrid III 5th percentile e upper neck forces and moments

Figure C.3 Hybrid III 5th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 50th percentile ATD

Figure C.4 Hybrid III 50th percentile accelerations
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Figure C.5 Hybrid III 50th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure C.6 Hybrid III 50th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 50th _SF ATD

Figure C.7 Hybrid III 50th_SF accelerations
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Figure C.8 Hybrid III 50th_SF upper neck forces and moments

Figure C.9 Hybrid III 50th_SF femur forces
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Appendix D
Comparison of Profiles (Sprague and Geers) for Side sled test
–

Hybrid III 95th percentile ATD

Figure D.1 Hybrid III 95th percentile accelerations
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Figure D.2 Hybrid III 95th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure D.3 Hybrid III 95th percentile femur forces
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–

Hybrid III 5th percentile ATD

Figure D.4 Hybrid III 5th percentile accelerations
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Figure D.5 Hybrid III 5th percentile upper neck forces and moments

Figure D.6 Hybrid III 5th percentile femur Forces
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Appendix E
Frontal DOE – Generated Runs – D – optimal design
TABLE E.1
FRONTAL DOE RUNS (A)
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TABLE E.1
FRONTAL DOE RUNS (B)
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Appendix F
Rear DOE – Generated Runs – D – optimal design
TABLE F.1
REAR DOE RUNS
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Appendix G
Side DOE – Generated Runs – D – optimal design
TABLE G.1
SIDE DOE RUNS
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